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ASKS WITHDRAWAL OF TROOPS FRO'l VFfiA CliOZ
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Garranza Will Give up the Office Gracefully
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Undoubtedly there is somo of these Grocery Items you need
right now, and others you will soon need. Take stock of your
pantry and lay In a. supply you wiJi find many prices in our Grocery Department you will be u'ablo to duplicate. Please do not ask
us to accept ihone orders on Ihese grocery specials. Come.

18

lb Sugar $1.00

20 lbs. Pure Lard
jo lbs. Pure Lard
20 lbs. Compound Lard
10 lbs. Compound Lard. . . .
5 lbs. Compound Lard...

$2.70

$M5
$1.60
85
.45

27 bars White Laundry Soap
lb. cans Tomatoes
12 2
1- -2

12

'

Si.oo

$.20

Table Lintn
At About 13 oil
New Linens for Thanksgiving are always a matter of fact and
d
right now you may replenish your stock at a saving of about
are
Linens
Humidor
more.
cases
some
in
and
considerably
woven of pure fla in the newest designs and the beauty of them
woxen of pure flax in the newrease 'with laundering. Here are the
one-thir-

prices- -

15
Si. 75 Table Linen

$1.20 yard
$2.40
lengths
$3.50
$3.00
2
$4.38
yard lengths..
$5- -5
$3.60
lengths
$2.00 Table Linen $1.27 yard
$2.54
.$4.00
lengths..
$3.18
$5.00 2 2 yard lengths.
1
$3-$6.00
lengths
Table
Linen
$1.42
yard
$2.25
$2.84
$4.50
lengths..,
$3.55
$5.63 2 it 2 yard lengths
......$4.26
$6.75
lengths..
$2.50 and $2.75 Table Linen $1.83 yard
75c Table Damask 49c yard
98c
lengths.
$1.50
$1.23
$1.88 2
lengths
yard
$1.47
length's..
$2.25
$1.50 Table Linen $1.05 yard
$2.10
lengths
$3.00
.$2.63
$3.75 21-- 2 yard lengths
$4-lengths
1- -2
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rd
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1- -2
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DESIROUS

OF WORTHY

ALIENS
ENDEAVOR TO INTEREST
BETTER CLASS OF AGRI-

WILL

CULTURISTS
Washington, Nov. 16. Senator DunU. Fletcher of Florida, president
of the Southern! Commercial Congress,
issued a call today for state and local
officials, representatives of the press,
commercial and civic organizations,
railroad officials, bankers, and real
estate and business men of the south
t meet in Washington on Saturday,
December 12, to consider and devise
methods of interesting and locating
agricultural immigrants in the southern states. The call is issued by the
Southern Commercial congress, with
the approval of Secretary Wilson, of
the department of labor, at the
of leading
business men
throughout the south to discuss the
advisability of undertaking efforts for
placing the agricultuarlly inclined immigrants now out of employment in
our industrial communities on southern farms, and to plan methods of
caring for the horde of foreigners that
will probably come tq this country at
the close of the European conflict
Secretary Wilson will deliver the
opening address at The conference.
The Southern Commercial Congress
will have the
of the department of labor in this work, and
Mr. T. V. Powderly, chief of the division of the bureau of immigration,
has been designated to actively assist
in arranging for the meeting.
The conference is called, it is stated, to determine a southern immigration policy, and to work out a practl-- t
il phn by which the south can take
advantage of existing opportunities,
i li' re are thousands
of immigrant
'
i 1 our industrial communities, either out of work or on short
, '
at have been working and say- ? f r j cars in order to be able to
i
a to Europe and purchase agrl- r.I homes who are now prevent

can
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CARLOAD OF BEANS LEAVES
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CITROLAX
CITROLAX

Best thing for constipation, sour
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bowels. Stops a sick headache almost at
once. Gives a most thorough and satisfactory flushing no pain, no nausea.
Keeps your system cleansed,
sweet and wholesome.
Ask for
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
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Urges Cotton Chrlstms Gifts
Washington, Nov. 16. Miss Lucy
Kyle Burleson, second daughter of
the Postmaster General and Mrs. Burleson, has started a unique movement
to push the sale of cotton through
Christmas shopping. She is urging
the women of the country to buy all
the cotton goods possible, and will
five talks before clubs to spread the

STILL

IN

USE

Washington, Nov. 16,The fact that
benzoate of soda Is still in use as a
preservative by the canning industries has been developed by inquiries
to the government's bureau of cnem-istr- y
since the beginning of the European war. Although limited quantities of benzoate may be used., if
stamped upon the label, the government's investigation has caused so
much controversy that most food
manufacturers were thought to have?
abandoned its use by this time. It
was during Dr. Wiley's administration
of the bureau that the fignt against
benzoate was waged.
Tin ilemstn
board took a staj.J in defense of the
chemical, but public opinion was manifested go strongly against its? use
that practical canners of the better
class abandoned benzoate, or were
uenevea 10 nave aone so.
INVESTIGATING

f

EDDY

Carlsbad, Nov. 16. The committee
appointed to Investigate Eddy county
affairs is going Into all matters thoroughly. C. W. Beeman, chairman of
the board of county commissioners,
has been an important witness. Lv
N. Hoag, for maiiy years a resident of
Malaga, has given testimony in regard
to inequalities in the assessed valuation of property, and testimony on the
cost of printing has been giyen by
Colonel Bill Mullane and Frank New-kirThe committee will halve every
county officer on the stand before it
adjourns. Judge Richardson was pi3.
ent at a session ana heard testimony
as to what it costs to take insane patients to the asylum at Las Vegas.
For a while Eddy county paid the
man taking an Insane patient to the
asylum his expenses and a pier diem
of $25. Later it was cut to $10 per
diem. The chances are it wll' cost
less in the future.
-

idta.

0
Ladles' Day at Florida Fai
Gainesville, Fla., Nov. 16. Ladles
from all parts of Florida will attend

-

-

HARRY W. KELLY,

PRESIDENT

OF

GROSS KELLY AND COMPANY.

the big fair on Ladies' day, next
A carload of New Mexico beans do free transportation for the beans from
One of the largest cars available
Thursday. As an incident cf the ocwas furnished by the Santa Fe, and
casion, a big floral parade of decorat- nated by Gross Kelly and Company Las Vegas to New York.
ed automobiles has been arranged.
to the movement for the relief of the
Two large banners were placed on Gross Kelly and Company loaded it
Las Vegas today either side of the car, bearing the to capacity. The shipment Is worth
left
hungry
Belgians
Clean-uIn
Meeting
Kentucky
in a Santa Fe through freight train. inscription:
at least $1,500, figuring the beans at
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 16. Under the
Mexico Pinto Beans for the three cents a pound.
At Chicago the car will be transfer"New
of
H.
Miller
Mrs.
John
leadership
Some time ago Harry W. Kelly,
chairman of the Outdoor Art League red to another line and will be sent Belgian Sufferers. Donated by Gross
to
New
New
and
be
will
Las
where
of the company, got the
it
York,
Kelly
Vegas,
Company,
Clean-upresident
directly
day committee, the annual
idea of sending provisions to the warclean-uwill be vigorously pushed on taken charge of by the Rockefeller Mexico."
Each sark containing the beans ridden Belgians. He told the other
next Friday and Saturday The Louis- foundation, which is loading a ship
ville women are determined to improve with supplies for the people of Bel- bears a similar inscription, and the members of his firm about the idea
the sanitation of the public streets gium. The Santa Fe line, at the re Belgians will know that Gross Kelly and they all approved of it readily
quest of Gross Kelly and Company and Company are generous people an 1 Mr. Kelly's sympathetic Irish heart
and squares.
and
with the consent of the interstate that Las Vegas, New Mexico is on the was rot satisfied until the car was
Minister's Wife Raises Funds
commerce
loaded and sent upon its way.
commission, is furnishin? map.
16.
Madame
Lalla
Chicago, Nov.
Vandervelde, wife of the Belgian min
been tried or suggested as means of
ister of state, is continuing her suc LAS CHUCES TO HAVE
-preserving wood from decay. Most of NEW CHIEF OF POLICE
cessful t.;itrs of America, speaking to
$3-Ithem,
however, have been found to
big audiences and urging the neces
A MODERN HOSTELRY have little or no volue for the purAT 1IUTUAL THEATER
sity of aiding the stricken Belgians.
creopose. Certain forms of coal-ta- r
A recent talk to society women here
sote and zinc chloride are the most
ed from leaving this country. Many netted $12,0(K In one day, and Chicago
used wood preservatives.
PROMINENT
widely
MEN
BUSINESS
OF
PLAYLET, A DRAMATIC EXPOS!
of these people no longer" desire to women are planning to raise $100,000
It is said that the German invaders
TION OF MODERN HYPROCRISY
THAT CITY AND EL PASO
return abroad in view of the economic for the relief work.
of Belgium, whatever else they may
WILL GUILD IT
IS WELL RECOMMENDED
burden which the war has placed on
have destroyed, have been careful not
GIRLS IN BAD HEALTH
the countriea of Europe, and large
The Rio Grande Republican, pub- to injure park trees. The cavalry-im- ,
"The New Chief of Police," a draHundreds of girls go to work day
groups can be placed on southern
so a report goes, are forbidden matic
lished
at Las Cruces, sayB:
some
afflicted
ailment
after
with
farms if the proper efforts are made
exposition of modern hypocrisy,
day,
A fine modern hotel will at once to tie their horses to trees for fear will be presented tonight at the Mu
to secure them.
peculiar to their sex, dragging one
that the animals will gnaw ihe bark. tual theater on
Bridge street by a
Large numbers of European immi- foot wearily alter the other, working be built on one of the principal streets
Germany was the first nation to apply company headed
of
this
one
with
on
clock
and
the
by
whom
business
city
eye
will be, practic- always
prominent
grants, many of
by Harry Siebert
scale, some of the bmlth. Mr. Smith
forestry on a
is supported by a
ally destitute, will come to the United wishing for closing time to come men of Las Cruces and El Paso, with crown forests large
scihaving been under
States at the close of hostilities in Every such girl should rely on Lydia additional capital arranged for with
is declared, to be strong
that
company
entific management for over a hun- Mr.
Smith says his play and his com
Europe and must be cared for. The E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to a large financial institution of an dred
years.
eastern
state. The plans are all prepany are commended strongly by the
advisability of attempting to utilize restore her to a normal healthy conthis class of people on the farm lands dition, then work will be a pleasure. pared and the material cf which the
press in all the larger towns betwpon
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
For forty years this famous root and hotel will be built will be brick and
Las Vegas and the Pacific coast. He
of the south will also be considered.
There Is such ready action 5n Foley
has a large scran book 19 prove his
perhaps stucco. As said before, a site
Preparations are being made to herb medicine has been
Kidney Pills, you feel their healing
have representatives of the foreign successful in controlling the diseases on Main street will be selected in the from the
assertions. In this Interesting volume
first
dose.
very
Backache,
heart of the business district, that the
are recommendations of his nroduc
press in this country, and officials of women. Why don't you try it?
weak, sore kidneys, painful bladdet
first floor of the big building may be
of the more important immigrant so- Adv.
and irregular action disappear witb tion by such men as Governor Hunt
used for commercial purposes, except
cieties to attend the conference. In
their use. O. Palmer, Green Bay Ol Arizona and chiefs of police and
the space for hotel office and lobby
addition to Secretary Wilson other
Wis., says :"My wire Is rapidly re welfare workers in California and
which will be preserved on the Main
Arizona.
high officials of the federal govern- WHAT'S INDIGESTION?
covering her health and strength, due
street side of the building.
ment will also be ia attendance.
The El Paso Herald, a newsnanAr
solely to Foley Kidney Pills." O. G
The fact thai the south possesses
WHO CARES? LISTEN! An Imposing structure of m:;re than Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store. that is extremely careful about prais
40 roomg, half of this number
peculiar opportunities and advantages
with
ing meatrical productions unless thev
Adv.
In this instance is fully recognized by
bath), with every modern
are more than ordmarily
convenience,
good, In a
the officials of the Southern Commer- "Pape's
Sour, steam heat, good plumbing, ceneral ENTERTAIN
Diapepsin" Makes
teem issue declared 'The New Chief
MICHIGAN BANKERS
cial Congress and they will see that
and private bath rooms, a fine public
or l olice" has "a nunch
Gassy Stomachs Feel Fine
Albion, Mich., Nov. 16.The South
and a,rroa
the conference directs its attention
at Once
parlor, a handsome well ventilated western Michigan Bankers
with
it indictments against several
club,
repto devising a system of financing ag
dining room, and the best cauinned resenting 106 banks, will be the
guests tilings.
Time It! In five minutes all stom- kitchen that means and sanitary ap- - of the
ricultural settlements in the southern
The playlet Is said to be a
city tomorrow, and an entertaingripping,
slates and to the task of establishing ach distress will go. No indigestion. piances can give. A laundry will oc- ment has been prepared for them to virile story of social conditio
B
an immigration
service capable of heartburn, sourness or belching of gas, cupy a part of the laree basement follow the annual meeting.
they exist today, it uses direct, force- properly handling and directing this acid, or eructations of undigested food, with a barbershop and other conveni
mi language, but is said to be inofno dizziness, bloating, foul breath or ences. It is
important work.
Rub a sore throat with BALLARD'S fensive, even to ladies and
expected that a 75- - or a
children.
A large attendance is expected for headache.
street frontage will be used, SNOW LINIMENT. One or two apthe subject of immigration is now proPape's Dlanensln Is noted for its and the depth of the building will cor- plications will cure It completelv.
MURDERER MAKES ESCAPE
voking considerable attention through- speed in regulatiag upset stomachs. respond, though the exact size is vt Price 25c, 50c and $1 per bottle. Sold
The police were nottfiA
out the country, and is commanding It is the surest, quickest and most cer to be decided, though it is understood by Central
of the escaoe
Drug Co. Adv.
of EimM- - t t.! ,110m
serious consideration on the part of tain Indigestion remedy in the whole that the building will be a!
the state penitentiary at Santa
one,
large
Fe
the government. It is already being world, and besides it is harmless.
EXHIBITION OF PRODUCTS
Price was a "lifer,"
been senhaving
Millions of men and women now eat
urged that postoffice officials and the
FOREST NOTES
lacksonvile, Fla., Nov. 16. The tenced in Roosevelt .j AW lUt.
county agents of the department of their favorite foods without fear
Taylor county fair at Perry, Fla., wll murder of Conductor
there
Although
were
an
Curtis
on the
unusual
know
they
will
save
with
federal
Pape's
the
open
Diapepsin
agriculture
tomorrow, and all nreoarations Pecos valley line.
number of forest fires on the nationPrice was assign-ehave
been
to
immigration officials and state office them from any stomach misery.
make
a
rec
completed
it
to work at the 1ig farm.
al forests of Oregon and
He walk-eWashington oil breaker. Lumber
Please, for your sake, get a large this
ials in effecting a proper distribution
products, ('m
the loss
year,
away unnoticed between 2 and 3
fifty-cen- t
case of Pape's Diapepsin timber
of immigrants to the agricultural re
and !ive stock exhibits are amm; ':e
has beeu relatively small.
o'clock Friday afternoon. His
from any drug store and put your
.
escape
rru..
attractions.
i
gions.
xu propeuera
was discovered at 5
of
such
aeroplanes
o'clock. Pnaon
stomach right. Don't keen on heine as are
used in the present European
authorities
believed they were taking-tittlmiserable life ia too short you are war
POSITIVELY MASTERS CROUP
may be made of selected ash,
chance in letting him outside the
not here long, so make your efav
which is both strontr and Hrfit
Foley's Honey and Tar Comnnnnrt walls. He had nerved aeon cam
agreeable. Eat what you like and dl-- will not
WOMEN OF THE WEEK
split under vibration or shock cuts the thick
choking mucus, and and the average time served by pris-- '
gest It; enjoy it, without dread of re or or Dunt-uof
layers
clears
with
spnico
In
away
the
etmiencea for life is 11 years.
bellion
phlegm.
the stomach.
Opens up
mahogany centers. Th frnmn,nrt- the air passages and
At
the
expiration of that time they
the
stops
hoars
Pape's Diapepsin belongs In your of the
machines, too, is generally made cougn. The
home anyway. Should one of the fam of
stranellne fiMii usually obtain freedom, nno h,m,w.,
gasping,
Woman Elected Senator
wood, spruce being much used on for breath
gives way to quiet breath dollars reward is offered for Price.
Prescott, Ariz., Nov, 16. Congratu ily eat something which don't agree account of its
straight grain and free- ing and peaceful sleen. TTnrnM
lations are flowing in to Mrs. Frances with them, or in case of an attack of dom from
iw. xiande isis years old, weighs 140 pounds
hidden defets.
Mass,
Mich.,
writes
five feetwas
who
:"We give Foley'
elected Nov. 3 to be Indigestion,
Munda,
dyspepsia, gastritis or A surprisingly laree fin miliar nf onh.
vuE tan, ne
noney ana Tar to our children m is slender and walks erect His nose
the first woman state senator In Ari- stomach derangement at daytime or
stances, ranging all th wait frrm 4ha
I
.
croup and it always acta quickly." O in rather Iotip-a. a
zona. She led the entire democratic during the night, it Is handy to irive
nausea oy a
condensed fumes of smelters to the u.
benaefer and Red Cross Dm? 8fr.ro brn extends across
the quickest, surest relief known.
ticket, and won by 600 votes.
the
skimmed milk of creameries, have
Adv.
left hand Rt the bane of top of his
the thumb-p
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Washington Women
Washington, Nov. 16. Mrs. George
T. Marye, the wife of the new ambassador to Russia, accornpaniad her husband to Petrograd. She took with her
the handsome furs which she owns,
nid they ought to compare well with
the Russian furs. Additions1 to society here will include Mrs. James
Wadsworth, ,r., wife of the new New
'crk senator. She has always been
popular here, ever since, as Miss Alice
Hay, daughter of the late secretary
of state, she shared honors with her
elder sister, Miss Helen Hay, now
Mrs. Payne Whitney. Miss Helen
Cannon is expected to accompany her
illustrious father, from Illinois, and
Mrs. Nicholas Longworth will undoubtedly be pleased to rejoin the official
circles with her husband, who comes
again to congress.
o
Noted Woman Explorer Here
Boston, Nov. 16. Mrs. M. French-Sheldoa former" African explorer
and a fellow of the Royal Geographical society, has reached America, and
will organize an endless chain to raise
funds for the Belgians. She will 'be
widely entertained, for she is one of
the world's most able women, having
translated 5 Obooks, and made extensive explorations, besides training herself as an author, doctor and traveler.
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That's what
you want, and
that's what Calumet is guaran-

teed to

give

you

It

is sure

in

perfect leavening and raising
--

,

aw

in

qualities,

ill!

wholesomeness,
in purity.

Perfectly
raised, melting-l-

y

lf'l!!

tender
cuit, cake,
fins,

bis-

muf-

griddle

cakes,are bound

to result

from,

its use.
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Calumet)

100-fo-

I!l!i

i!li:
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goes farther
than other baking powders
and it's moderate in cost.

Insist on it

at your grocers.
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RENCD SPIRIT

FILLED
PEOPLE SINCE
OPENED
ARE

Ycr Bleed.

GIvo
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Spzrk

WITH
HOS-TIUTI-

provided at one end for
and at the other end
of the Church ot Engplace was made in the
Protestant
'

services.

Nov. 16. "It matters not,"
cried the old abbe, crossing himself
TOUGH LUCK, KIDS!
before the gaping hole in the front
toy auto
"That smaill, motor-drivefir 'M
;' I'yii
of the parish church at Verneuil. molies" whioh a Bullafo concern plais
Folsons In the blriorl,. to undermine tlie
"Godla eternal and by His graco we to manufacture and ship into ,New heal til as to leave the 'systemK. inR. a low
"
8. for
state of resistance.
But use
shall survive."
unless a brief time and you flare op the vital
Mexico, cannot be operated
went
shell that
of
blood
It
its
The
sweeps
way
vigor.
spark
their owners conform to the state au' all
through the body, dislodges rheumatism,
through the hole had carried the door tomobile regulations in the matter of relieves
catarrhal congestion, cleara the
with it and blown out part of the side licenses, lights, etc., is the informa throat and bronchial tubes, dries up all
skin
enables the kidneys, liver,
eruptions,
A smaller hole In the clock tion that Assistant
wall.
Attorney General bladder and lungs to work promptly and
three-inc- h
a
prowhere
marked
In currying Impurities out of the
tower
is sending to the But effectively
Ira
circulation. P. S. S. is the best known
jectile had cut through, and the dial falo people today. The concern is the medicine for the blood and has the
of a host of people.
They know
lay shattered at Abbe Schmidt's feet. Ericsson Manufacturing company and
It is harmless to the stomach and experAnother shot had torn from it3 hang- in a
ience
has
state
to
shown
it
the
that
of
letter
accomplishes all
secretary
that was ever expected of mercury, Iodide
ings the old church hell, which In its the manager
manuthe
that
explains
of potash, arsenic and other destructive
fall had crashed through the front
.

.V-

.

six-inc- h

conll-denc- e

and obstructed the entry. Another
Lhot had made a great opening in the
.roof and the shall exploding inside
had demolished the altar and the reliquary lay burled beneath a heap of
stone, mortar and splinters. But the
four walls remained erect and the
steeple seemed to hold its pointed
bead up with the same dignified fortitude with, whicb the venerable abbe
braved the iron hand of the destroyer.
Five days before the Germans had
made a short forced halt around Verneuil, and when they passed through
it. was to seek shelter for a great number of victims of the French artillery
which had halted in its retreat to
check the pursuers. The vicar of the
parish was among the 20,000 priests
with the French army, whose lines alMost
ready extended far to the south.
of the inhabitants of the parish, had
fled or sought refuge, and the Abbe
Schmidt was nearly alone to aid the
and nurses to take
. German surgeons
care of these grieviously torn soldiers, most of whom lay upon bundles of straw in the church Itself. For
three days, night and day, he cared
for the enemy's wounded with the
same devotion aB it they were of his
own country. Then, in tho frantic
hurry of the retreat before the allies,
be endeavored, as far as possible, to
ease the pain caused by their transport into all sorts of improvsed ambulances.
The last of the wounded had scarcely quit the town, when the booming
( cannon was heard from two directions almost simultaneously, and from
'the German lines the shells began to
tall into the little village. When the
French came through, the church was
wrecked and no longer a possible shelter for the French wounded.
The following day was Sunday, and
in the morning Abbe Schmidt, with
the aid of a few parishioners, succeeded in hanging the bell from a beam
Baved from the church, dug out the
reliquary from under the debris, erect
ed an altar in the street and said mass
before the largest congregation that
had gathered in his parish in many
years.
This is only one of many incidents
showing that, after drifting for a century toward unbelief, France is reviving to a considerable degree its religious devotion under the soulmoving
influences of war.
"

facture of "toy automobiles," driven
f
horse power motors, and
by
"suitable for boys between the ages
of 12 and 16 years," was planned. He
expressed the opinion that heavy sales
could be made in the event the "toys"
were not subjected to the usual automobile regulations and asted for m- formation. As the state law covers
all motor-drivevetiicles, regardless
of horse power, Mr. Grimshaw holds
that such "toys" would be subject to
a license fee of $2 a year, and that
those owning and operating them
would have to conform 10 the general
automobile regulations. Hei also is
informing the Buffalo eoncrn that in
New Mexico boys under X years of
age are not permitted to operate
motor cars.
one-hal-

n

J

W. T. Huchens, Nldimson, Ga., had
a severe attack of rheumatism. Hie
feet, ankles and joints were swollen,
and moving about was very painful.
He was certainly in a bad way when
he started to take Foley Kidney Pills
He says, "Just a few doses made mc
feel better, and now my pains and
rheumatism are all gone and I sleep
all night long." O. G. Schaefer and
Rec" Cross Drug Store.
Adv.

CURRENT MAGAZINES
Present Code of Honor Arranged by
Man. Where Does Poor Woman
. ,
The December number of Pictorial
Review contains an article by Charlotte Perkins Gilman, entitled "Honor
His or Hers". Whe quote as fol
lows :
Here is man, who has arranged a
code of honor for himself which does
not apply to woman, a code of honor
for woman which does not apply to
man. He may do what is outrageous
J.

in

.. Come in?

her eyes without its injuring his

honor or even hers; but this rule
does not work both ways. If she does
something which, If he did it, would
not hurt his honor, lo! because she
does it, not. only is she dishonored but
he is!
If a man is licentious, though this
in her would be utter shame, his wife
But
may still be an honest woman.
if the wife commits a single error in
this field, not only is she Instantly
lott to all respect so much so that
of she loses even the right to a trial by

Paris, Nov. 16. The cathelrals
Taris are crowded each Sunday with
persons who have been awakened to
new devoutnesa by the war. Every
day there is a continuous file of faithful in the churches of every parish in

to "avenge his honor."

Without Premiums
or coupons
NO premiums
Camel Cigarettes,

Premiums

go
be-

cause all the quality goes into
the tobaccos a choice Turkish
and domestic blend. With every
whiff from a Camel Ggarctte
you notice the .absence of the

cigaretty taste and stung tongue
or parched throat.

20 for 10 cents

x

tnd you never smoked a more delightful cigarette, no odds what you
paid. Match a dime against a pack
age today 1
dealer can't tuppty yoa.
if your
tend lOe for one package or $1.00
for a carton of ton package 209
, pottage prepaid.
cigarettes)
After tmakint I package, if you
don't find CAMELS at
return the other nine pack,
aget, and we will refund your
repra-tente- d,

money.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Winston-SaleN. C '
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And this hideous ancient custom has
survived all the progress of civilization
all the growth of law, equity and juris
prudence, and even the influence of all
religions!
A Christian gentleman of the pres
ent time, finding his wife in this sin,
may kill her and go free. The law
does not absolutely say that he may
but the jury will not convict. Are they
not men? Do they not t'eel a deep
sympathy with "the injured husband?"
Do they not know that " man's honor"
is dearer than his life or hers?
Now that women are beginning to
turn their awakened minds upon the
life about them, there are many things
which strike them as deeply strange,
and this is one of them.
If a woman commits adultery, well
then, she haB sinned; she has broken
the law, and also the commandment.
If she is to 'be punished, let her be
tried, like any other criminal. Is not
this a right of a common thief ? Of the
worst murderer? Do not the brave
sheriffs give their lives (sometimes)
to save a wretched negro (guilty, perhaps, of a far worse, crime than adultery) from being lynched?
What is the right of intramartial
lynching which is so widely recogniz
ed? Who conferred the right?
Why, he did man, who exercises it.
Is she not "his" and may not a
man do what he will with his own?
As far as honor lies in chastity, it
a
belongs; to woman. All the interest
man has in it, he vests in her, so to
sneak. It becomes his chastity be
cause she is his he in his own per
son does not feel the need of it.
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Due to Indigestion
all
not
at
It is
surprising that per
soiib'w 'o iave Indigestion become
Here
discouraged and despondent
are a few words of hope and cheer
for them by Mrs. Blanche Bowers, Indiana, Pa. "For years my digestion
was so poor that I could not eat the
lightest foods. I tried everyMnS
that I heard of to get relief, but not
until about a year ago when I saw
Chamberlain's Tablets advertised and
got a bottle of them, did I find the
right treatment I soon began to improve, and since taking a few bottles
of them my digestion is fine." For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
Despondency

AVENUE

ENDING K0V, 24TH, 1914
1 sack
16 lbs. Sugar

Sugar:

,

,.5.IW
$1.00

cau Dustbane
20o
1 pkg. Star Naptha Washing
20o
Powder
1 Pkg, Borax Chips
10c
4 pkgs. Argo Starch..
25c
1 case Diamond C Soap
$3.20
7 bars Diamond C Soap
25c
1 case Lenox Soap
$3.50
6 bars Lenox Soap
25c
1 case Bob White Soap
$3.50
6 bars Bob White Soap
!25c
1 case Crystal White Soap.$3.75
6 bara Crystal White Soap 25c
1 bar
Scouring
1

5c
Soap
1 lb. pkg. Arm & Hammer Soda,
3 for 25c
'
8 sacks Table Salt
25c
sk. Pikes Peak Flour.SOo
ek. Pure Quill Flour.$1.45
60c
80c K. C. Baking Powder
40o
60c K. C. Baking Powder
20c
25c K. C. Baking Powder
15o K. C. Baking Powder
10c
10c K. C. Bailing Powder,
15c
2 tor No. 1 cans Kang Bird, Sal$1.20
mon, per dozen
No. 1 cans Pride of Ocean
Salmon, per half dozen $1.45
No. 1 cans Pride of Ocean
80c
Salmon, per haM dozen
24-l-

1

case

1

dozen W. L. tomatoes
case No. 1 Tomatoes, S.

O. G. Corn
1 dozen O. G. Corn
1 case W. L- - Tomatoes
1

$2.00
$1.10
$2.40
$1.25

htlc at the same meets where ama

teur events are on the program; to
permit college students to Join athle
tic organizations in the vclnity of the
institutions where they attend. Not
the least of the questions to he dis
cussed is whether women will be al
lowed to register for swimming ev
ents.
You will like their positive action.
They have a tonic effect on the how-els- ,
and give a wholesome, thorough
cleaning to the entire bowel tract
Stir the liver to healthy activity and
keep stomach sweet Constipation,
headache, dull, tired feeling never affect those who use Foley Cathartic
Tablets. Only 25c, O. O. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adr.
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Mildred

Sullivan was 17 years o!
Her disappear
and very attractive.
ance developed a deep mystery, bu'
the police traced her to the Pelletier
house, and the doctor and the Pelie ;
tier woman were later arrested taj
Boston on charge of performing an,
(
illegal operation.
A tight feeling In the chest

accont-tanie- d

by a short, dry cought, Indi
cates an inflamed condition In thei
lungs. To relieve it buy the dollar
size BALLARD'S

SY- -

HOREHOUND

you get with each bottle a!
free HERRICK'S RED PEPPER POR-- !
OUS PLASTER for the chest The
ejrup relaxes the tightness and ttm
AdT.
plaster draws out the inflammation, i
It Is an Ideal combination for curing,!
MAINE'S PRETTIEST GIRL CASE colds settled In the lungs. Sold byPresque Isle, Me., Nov. 15. When Central Drug Co. Adr.
the supreme court grand Jury meets
tomorrow, the evidence in the murder
of Mildred Sullivan, known as Maine's
CHESTERWIN IV FILLS
prettiest girl, will be heard. For two
HKAniK
IWiK VI AM
I,M'liet Ask your Vrwfafotfo J
months after her" disappearance
in
and
HUillrVW
Villa tm
November, the police were unable to
oilier. Itr f rmir
Take
locate the girl or her grave, until last
lnittiHflt. Ask frw ti Mif
IffAJUOND ltKNt jPILLi. for i
week, when a woman's confession led
year known as Best, Safest, Altrys Keti&tio
to the discovery of the body. Dr.
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
T'XIP;
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$2.00

case No. 1 Tomatoes, S.
$110
B., per dozen
40o
1 gal. can Blackberries
Libbys Pork and Beans,
25c
small, 3 for
1 doz, cans W. L. Peaches.$1.80
1 doz. cans
W. L. Black-- $1.80
berries
1 doz. cans W. L. Pears
$2.15
1 doz. cans W. L. Grapes
$1.80
1
box Prunes,
0
1
$2.35
box Prunes,
.1
$2.50
box prunes
$2.40
1 2Mb. box Peaches
1
box Figs
$3.10
box PearB
$3.00
,1
1
$3.50
box Apricots
10 lbs. bulk Raisins:
$1.00
1 doz.
ukgs. Eaisins.$1.10
30c
Clam Chowder, large
15c
Clam Chowder, small1 .
10c
Jupiter Clams, can
- lb. box Cod Fish
30c
25o
Libby's Ketchup, pints
Libhy'a Ketchup, half pints.lSo
30c
Maple Leaf. Jam, 29 oz
25c
Mixed Sour (Pickles, qts
Mixed Pickles, sweet and
25-l-

70-8-

50-6- 0

25-l-

,.

25-l-

-- 1

12-o- z.

2-

sour,

6

10c

oz

Libby's Apple Butter, crock40c
30c
Manzanllla Olives, bottle
gal. Pompeian Olive
V gaL Pompeian Olive Oil 90c
Pt Pompeian Olive Oil, bot-50- c
50c
Karo Syrup, 10 lb
30o
Karo Syrup, 5 lt- 25c
Karo Syrup, 2 lb., 2 for
American Beauty Macaroni,
25c
3 for American Beauty Spaghetti,
25c
.
3 for
American Beauty Vermacelli,
25c
3 for
10c
Golden Eeg Macaroni
85c
10 lbs. Compound Lard
50o
5 lbs. Compound Lard
10 lbs. Colorado Lard
$1.40
23c
6 lbs. Mexican Beans
20 lbs. Rice
$1.00
25c
4 lbs. Rice
10c
Scotch Barley, pkg.
25c
Tryposa, 3 for
$1.25
Boi Apples Armour's Grape Juice, half
65

Jm

Armour's Grape Juice, qt
Armour's Grape Juice, pints,
45c
2 for
Libby's
Eyaporated Horse
15c
Radish, bottle
10 lbs. English Walnuts
$2.25
10 lbs. Almonds
$2.25
10 lbs. Snow Drift
$1.40
50c
5 lbs. Snow Drift
- lb. can Statesman Coffee
90c
10 lbs. Spurr's Special Coffee,
for $2.80
Gal. can Ketchup
50c
Mexican Chili Powder, can.25c
23c
Del Monte Preserves, Jar
3tc
Anchoviea, jar
Libby's Chipped Beef, jars,
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33c
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El Radio, a supplementary
(heater without a peer

one of the
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Libby's Chipped Beef, Jars,
is
20o
's
100 lbs. potatoes
$1.35
40c
Silver Pine Healing Oil
20c
Lice Killer
4:ir-Poultry Tonic .
40c
Stock Tonic -

Meridea
Connecticut

New York Salesrooms
32 Warren Street

90c
45c

gaL

l'c -
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'Lionel E. Dudley of this town, Mir
Alice Pelletier and Perley Telle! ier,
so of Presque Isie, are under aire:;:
the physician on the charge of rur

1

011-$1.-

AMATEUR ATHLETIC UNION
New York, Nov. 16. The annual
meeting of the Amateur Athletic Un
ion was begun here today, and there

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes ath that
he ie senior partner of the firm of P.
J. Cheney and Co., doine business in
the City of Toledo, county and state
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
tbo sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL
LARS for each and every case of ca
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of HALL'3 CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of De
cember, A. D. 1S86.
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter
nally and acta directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
SjBd for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY and Co., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

48-l-

25-l- b

ae

college players,
some cormy football ability. Alter
me
?1,200 or
respondence be offered
which
exactly
season
a
(I
forget
1,500
and thereby took a great weight off
mv mind. I wrote to Mr, MacK tell
ing him that as I was going to college,
I could play only part of the season,
but that if he would guarantee to give
me $700 for the summer vacation,
come.
during which I was free, I would
assented to this, and as 1
thought fortune was certainly doing
the proper thing by me, I might as
well make hay while the. sun shone,
I told him I thought I ought to have
$50 in advance. I owed some money
for hooks and a few other items, and
wanted to get square with the world.
This was a big demand I knew, but I
didn't know but that he might give it
and I thought in any case I would
make a try. Later 1 reproached my
self for not asking for more, as he
advanced the money without com
ment.
"It was some three weeks after this
communicar
that I received a red-ho- t
tion from Andrew Freed man. It ap
peared I hr.d committed some crime
and must 'iee him at once to straighten out the kinks in my reputation.
Inasmuch as he offered to pay my ex
penses to New York and back, I
thought I had better see what he had
on his mind. I walked into his office
unconscious of the weight of guilt I

1

AT
PAPENS STORE

25-l-

self."
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Camels Sell

Not

minerals.
Get a bottle of S. S. S. today at any
druggist. Bead the Important folder wrapIt tells of the
ped around the bottle.
work being done by a famous medical department, with aids and helps that Lave
proven of womlcrftil value to thins sufVw: a special
fering with blood diseases.
book on the subject written by an expert,
address The Swift Specific C.. r7 Swift
For nenrly half a
Itldg., Atlanta, Ga.
century 8. S. f?. has been the safegnnrd
of a myriad of people who are living examples of what wonders can be aei'omplinlicd
Get a bottle
by this famous blood purifier.
today but refuse all substitutes.

aback, and said: 'Why, Mr, Freedman,
I am already signed up with Connie
Mok.' 'That doesn't make any differ-enrce- ,'
said Freedman, 'the American
league won't last three months, and
then wheer will you be? Every player who goes with that league will be
black-listeHe won't be able to play
anywhere else as long as he lives,
and furthermore, you are the property
of this club, and if you refuse to live
up to your agreement I will bring suit
again you! myself.'
"This was a remarkable revelation
to me. Prior to this I had had no
inkling of my value to Mr. Freedman
or the New York club. Possibly had
it not been for the fact that his entire
ptiching staff had deserted to the
American league and he was left flat
rwthout a twirler, Mr, Freedman him
self would have had no such opinion
of my value.: However, as it was, and
taking full advantage of my childish,
ignorance, he so wrought on my imagination that I didnt know where I was
at. I naturally didn't want lo forego
my future career as a ball player, it
such a career was a prospect, and
I didn't want to( go with a league that
wouldn't last three months. But at
the same time, I didn' want to go hack
tm niy word to Connie Mack, so I explained to Mr. Freedman that I had
already received $50 in advance money
and asked him if he would, return this
money to Mack. He said he would and
I
we left the matter in that way.
immediately wrote to Connie Mack,
explained tho situation, told him I
was threatened with a suit by Mr.
Freedman, and asked him if he would
stand behind me in this suit. To this
communication I received no reply. I
repeat that Mack knew nothing of my
ability as a player, except through
hearsay, and no doubt thought if there
was going to be so much, trouble in
getting possession of me, the game
wasn't worth the candle.
"In any case, 1 eventually returned
to the fold of the National league,
and the beginning of the season found
me pitching for Andrew Freedman.
Incidentally, he persistently forgot to
return the $50 to Connie, so when I
had received enough salary to enable
me to do so, I refunded the money my-

Not many will remember that Mat
ty was once a member of tno Athle
tics club for a minute. How he sign
to he
ed with Connie Mack and later un are many important questions
the
is
believed
decided.
It
meeting
tne
himself
in
signed he explains
of the wiil decide to allow the Cadet3 sn 1
special Mathewson number
Baseball Magazine, the December is Middies to compete without registering. Other proposed amendments
jury but he, naturally resenting the sue:
designed to permit amateur to com
been
had
Mack
believe
don't
is
freed
to
"his
blow
honor,"
deadly
rec-nrpete with professionals if certain regis
baseball
from all the ordinary restraints of civ- much impressed by my
conditons are complied with;
,hut he was always anxious to get tration
ilization and may shoot her like a dog
to
of
permit
professional events to he
heard
had
he
and
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Quality!

PRE;
INVENTORY
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an altar was
the Catholics
for members
land, while a
center of the

Verneuil,

Devotion is Renewed

was carrying, but he speedily undeceived me. As soon as he taw me he
shut the office door, pulled up his
chair, shook his finger at me and
said: 'See here, young man, wnat Is
this I hear about you and the Ameri-

Drive Out Impurities and can league? Dont' you know that you
Make the Skin Smooth
belong to my club, and that you will
at
the
In the improvised chaped
either play in New; York or you won't
and Clear.
Pasteur Lyceum building where the
play at all?' I was completely taken
American military hospital is located,

OF WORSHIP
CHURCHES
PRAYING

Paris. They are mostly women, but
the men are in far greater proportion
than has been seen in the churches in
many . years. , Among these men are
many wounded, who make their way
painfully to the altars on crutches
in order to perform their devotions.

famous

Jfcipcini
appliances

electric

attach to any lampsocket
its heat is immediately effw'ive
the "little electric grate" t ' n a
warm ruddy glow dot-sa- t
the air of a room
Just the thing for that small room.
office or bathroom
treat f r t! .
in the guest-rooguest
'have El Radio near when. Jf .is
baby
the first cost of El Radio is isn'r-ate, $5.00
fuses little current, cost of opera .
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low
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and tKrvi(:i ij
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"Second. Modifying the present norFIGURES BELOW THE JULY
mal Institute system so as to enable
CLOSING
a
county superintendents to provide
inslpira-tiona-l
y
professional
fire to
New York, Nov. lb. The reopenInstitute; and in certificating
Advertisers are guaranteed the
coun- ing of the cotton exchange after three
of
the
lieu
in
teachers permitting
a half months of liquidation and
largest dailv and weekly circulation
examination theacceptance of grades and
of any newspaper in northern New ty
following the sudden closadjustment
secured
by.
in corresponding subjects
Mexico.
of
last
July, found the large crowd
school attendance under the approval ing
on the floor. Old and
of
members
of the state board of education.
and
ad- new style contracts were dealt
for
standard
the
"Third. Raising
TELEPHONES
but
some
genthis
confusion,
caused;.
and
Main 2 mission to the teaching profession
Business Office
speaking trading progressed
Main
insuring greater security to worthy erally
News Department
and prices held fairly steady
and successful teachers in their posi- smoothly
Old
some early irregularity.
after
and
a
proper
tions, andj providing just
be
contracts
December
opened
on style
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 36, 1914.
plan f6r 'the retirement of teachers
low
which means that the con
pensions.
tracts taken over by the corporation
"RelSed, That we favor legislation would
DUTTf
SOW
.
TUE
go into .the hands of the syndi
free
providing high school advantages
The voters of New Mexico express-.- . of tuition to every boy and girl in the cate, and later off to 7.63, with March
8.05
strongly their confidence In the state of Kansas whose scholastic at selling around 7.85 and May at
There wag considerable trading in
party of this state and tainments entitle him to attend high
..publican
old style December fend January con
Lave renewed their allegiance to it In school. ,
tracts, but business was comparatively
books
text
the
since
terms that cannot be misconstrued.
That
Resolved,
in the new style deliveries with
next
quiet
schools
The working majority in the
available for use in the public
of some investment buying,
evidences
to
to
the
be
"such
will
enough
vital
of
are
strong
Importance
legislature
seemed to be little selling
while
there
give the republicans"' full power to results which may be secured we fa
pressure.
as
such
out
they may vor legislation:
legislation
carry
Cotton: December old style (todtttire to enact, and the responsibility
"First Requiring all school districts
opening) 746 to 750; closing July
free
to
day's
education
of
supply
U wholly theirs.
and boards
31, 1050; January old style (today's
to
free
entitled
all
to
text
books
pupils
The duty now Is to pass such laws
new 775 to 7S5; closing
as will be for the benefit of the peo- school privileges within their respec opening) 756;
31, 10.70.
July
districts:
tive
ple of thls'state; to lesson the burden
SecondMaking it possible for March new style (today's opening)
of taxation as far as possible, to pass
districts or boards of educa- 785 to 588; closing July 31, 11.10; July
school
si salary law that is in accord "with
7.50 bid;
to
tion
supply such supplementary new style (today's opening)
the declaration in the platform adopt
new
October,
31,
In
closing
Junly
as
meeting
they may require
ed last August; to be honest with booksln real- style (today's opening) 840 to 850;
and
needs
own
their
special
themselves and with the people of
own peculiar opportunities, closing July 31. Opening tone steady.
New Mexico; to show that the confi izing their
make a boua fide use
dence reposed In the members of the provided they
SHARP WILL TAKE OFFICE
state adopted or published text
all
of
legislature has not been misplaced, books in the
thus suppleWashington, Nov. 18. n'illiam O.
subjects
and to make a record to 'which the
Sharp, former Ohio congressman, will
mented ; and
voters may look back to with pride,
"Third Providing that the majority present his credentials as ambassador
when the session is closed and the of
the membersi of the stae, ecUool tc France to President Poincare on
inventory of achievement is taken
book commission shall foe made up of December 1 and take over the office
If these matters are considered and persons
actively engaged in public now held by former Governor Myron
good laws are passed,' no matter what school work in order that the largest T. Herrick of Ohio.
may be the action of the governor oh possible benefit of the expeiience and
them, it Is the legislature that wW hie professional training of the teachers
BELGIANS NEED FUEL
of the state may be available in the
given the credit.
Amsterdam, Nov." 16 (va London).
The question of a-- fuel supply ln
If the chief executive of the siate selection of text books or manuscripts
same.
for
is becoming a desperate one.
the
Belgium
a
meas
his
veto
puts
stamp upon good
ure the blame nvlll be placed where "Resolved, That we favor the reor The German authorities have given
ganization and the strengthening of the permission to the Belgians to work
i; belongs.
of education so as to the coal mines, but horses and ma
If he signs it the credit Is still with state department
'
of the pub- chinery with which to
administration
the
operate them
the body that originated and passed permit
school system of our ttate In a are lacking. Permission also has
lic
it; if he vetoes it the responsibility is manner most serviceable to the people been
granted to the poor to cut wood,
with him.
to but
generally and most satisfactory
transportation facilities are so
The opportunity is here for the re those
engaged in the work of educa thoroughly disorganized that It is alpublicans to place themselves in a tion; such reorganization to Include
most impossible to distribute it.
j
position that is Impregnable, and
"FirstThe payment , to the state
which means a continuance, In power
superintendent of public Instruction
1
.APPEAL 13 DISMISSED
for years to come.,,.; vit
and his assistants salaries, corresponding
16. The ' appeal
Nov.
Washington,
matno
Whatever laws are passed,
to. the salaries $ttid to similar ofter whether they are signed by the ficers In other states and equal to the of the governor of Oregon from the
decision of the Oregon supreme court
governor or whether they are vetoed;, salaries of the best paid state officers
upuoiuing tne jegisiauve
grant or
will
be
the legislature
responsible lor in this state and commensurate with marsh
and tidelaads In Benton county
them. Let this fact be understood by the character of the duties Imposed to the
Willamette Valley and Coast
every member of the senate and the ana the qualifications required.
Railroad company in 1874, was disliouse. It Is of far greater importance
"Second The provision of adequate missed today by the supreme court for
what the legislature does than what facilities for the performance of the want of
jurisdiction.
the governor does with the bills that duties now imposed by law upon the
are Introduced and passed.
state superintendent of public In
HE OPPOSED SECRECY
The people of thfs state will be struction and the state board of edu
Nov. 16. Definite
an
London,
nouncement is expected soon of the
watching the officials at the capltol cation.
Third The extension of the func arrangements for the funeral of Lord
during the coming session as they
liave never done beforehand the
tions of the state department of edu- - Roberts, who died In "France Satur
for legislation enacted or tion sa as to enable it to establish day night. The correspondent of a
f',iW v. ill be r?nced where it i more direct and helpful relations with French newspaper who saw Earl Rob
re s. buhti rf,,40 wiil not excuse and schools of every grade, to fix stand- erta
just before he started for France
ards of excellence in all matters relat- - writes to the Times stating that Earl
lanil-f".wl?l destroy,
to administration and instruction Roberts told him he Intended to speak
Th-- i
ropublirons have the owwtun-'m;y. If they fall to meet It fairly and !" rural schools, graded schools, and to Ceneral French about the too great
u r;;, oo-'- y
they can only MRmP high schools and particularly in those Becrecy, which, to hia mind, was kept
.
important features which belong to by the military authorities at the
Xhe State Record.
vocational and industrial training, and front and at home concerning the
o
to accredit those schools which main- work and brave deeds of the British
Subscribe for The Optic.
tain the specified stanard.
troops.
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tramc was heavy and that BabeocK.
the engineer, had all the cars he could
hand'e on the slippery rails. But he
rode well forward that night, knowing
that the frozen ground, thawing in
the rain, made the road-besoft, and
that if it were possible for a land slip
to occur the conditions were just right
for it.
Something did happen. It was Just,
as the train was starting, after having
stopped for water at a tank 30 miles
from their starting point. "Snippy"
stood on the third car back of the engine. A sudden jolt and lurch threw
him to the ground between the tracks.
He knew that something was wrong
as he fell, and he heard the cutting
hiss of escaping steam. Babcock was
too careful a man to stop his train so,
without first giving warning with his
whistle. "Snippy" was dazed and half
stunned by his fall, but he jumped to
his feet instantly.
His first Impulse was to find the
cause of the trouble. The coupling
ahead of the par on which he stood
was broketf, and the two cars between
It and the engine were oft the track.
The engine moved forward slowly,
dragging the two cars over the ties.
He knew now that a rock had fallen
in the cut as the engine passed. Babcock and his fireman were evidently
Injured, or the engine would have
stopped.
Fifty yards ahead was a
brldge an old fashioned wooden affair, over a small stream. The
express was due on the other
track.
"Snippy" knew all of this and more.
The same knowledge or Intuition that
had told him what had happened told
him also what would happen should
the engine pulling the derailed cars
reach the bridge. The car bodies, being so far from the center line of the
track, would strike the upper works
of the bridge and perhaps cause the
collapse of the whole structure. At
any rate. It would block both tracks.
And the
express? No,
"Snippy" had not forgotten that,
either. He caught the glint of her
headlight rounding the curve at Hickory Grove, only two miles away.
Railroad men think quickly ln an
emergency.
"Snippy" did. He knew
that the others were coming up from
the caboose, 1,500 feet away, as fast
as they could. The express would
reach the bridge ln half the time it
would"take them to reach him. The
derauwdvcars would reach it before
any' ? them, unless the engine was

CHOICE

BAO BOY'S

By C. D. NOYES.

h

v,inrf nt the

Qn

vocational and
of the high schools,
to give advice and
dustrial
training
election of state and county superinassistance In the development of all
tendents of public instruction from
our schools so that Kansas may rank
and
books
text
partisan politics. Free
among the
edu- higher than twenly-fourlin
for
those
salaries
high
higher
states.
cational, circles also were proposed
resolutions
,'While the aforesaid
as advisable.
Bhould undoubtedly claim first conWhile some of the changes propos- sideration, we wish also to commend
ed by the Kansans are somewhat radi(1) those programs for giving larger
cal, or at least quite new, The Optic atttention to the practical subjects of
considerabelieves they are worthy of
voca- agriculture, domestic science,
tion. It submits them, without rec- tional
sanitation and health;
guidance,
ommendatlon or condemnation, to tne
(2) those measures and expenditures
educators of New Mexico and all otii- which seek to Improve the conditions
r persons in the state interested in for
promoting the physical welfare
the betterment of the school system. and health of our school children; (3)
They are in the form of resolutions, those school officers who are taking
as follows:
nrtvartiuca rtt pvfirv nrftotiinl onoortun- Resolved,: that we heartily endorse
gchool con8oUaation ln
the platform declarations of the IoIl rural communities; (4) the active Intlcal parties favoring the removal of terest in their duties of members of
t
the election of the state superlntend-den- boards of education which has result
and county superintendents from ed in the organization pf tbe boards
the influence of partisan politics and of education conference meeting with
we confidently ..expect the enactment th Kansas tSate Teachers' associaof this declaration into law, and to
tion; (5) the strict enforcement of all
that end we, the teachers of Kansas, laws pertaining to the welfare of chil
pledge our active
dren, particularly those requiring their
"Resolved, that ln the interest of attendance at school, .restricting the
providing a plan for the more equit- places and hours of fheir labor, and
able distribution of the expense of
use of tobacco; (6) the
we prohibiting the
malntalng the public schools,
of high school credit for the
giving
recommend that the county bo made
study of the Bible,. outside of the
the basis of taxation for school pur- school under competent teachers; (7)
poses.
all worthy efforts to further the cause
"Resolved, that in the interest of of international peace.
of
Improving the professional aspects
we
favor,
teaching
"First the enactment into a law of COTTON EXCHANGE l!
certificating plan adapted to the
various types of positions In our school
AGAIN OPEN TO TRADE
system and to recognizing .the different degrees of preparation for teach-
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week, advocated the removal

(Incorporated)
M. M. PADGETT.
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MONDAY,

(Copyright.)
Jo Flyn, alias "Snippy," was never a
good. toy. We all knew that he was
bad, for our parents and teachers said
so, but we boys all liked him. "Snip
py" could .be, depended upon. When
ho promised any one a licking he delivered the goods, or took one himself, which answered the same pur-

"

'

pose.

He never told on another fellow, and
studied his lessons to good purpose,
when nothing more to his liking was
to be done. But his lessons never interfered with the other things.
"Snippy" was undersized for his
age, but a natural leader, with an ir
resistible bent for forbidden places
and things and a remarkable inde
pendence of character. He always
took the consequences of his own acts
gracefully and never grumbled.. . .
We realized these, and many other
of his characteristics later in life. As
a boy, we only kne,w that he was bad
but wa liked him.
'
Before any of jib were more than
boys, ''Snippy" left school
and went to work ln the rolling mills.
wheeling
First; he was a buggy-boiron from the
great balls of white-ho- t
on
furnaces to the giant
a curious little
iron cart, called a "buggy."
the
Then he watc-- flreman-stoke- r,
called It. "Snip-py's- "
Welsh
furnace was always hot, the hottest in the mill. Finally, about the
time the rest of us left grammar
school he was advanced to a furnace
boss, or puddler.
We used often to see him stripped
to the waist, the great muscles showing on his back and shoulders, working before the open mouth of a glowing furnace, with a long bar forming
Iron into the great
the
ball which we had so often seen beatIt
en into ingots by the
almost seemed the realization of many
familiar warnings to see the bad boy
writhing and sweating amid the sulphurous gases, prodding the glowing
fire with a huge,
pitchfork.
Soon after this "Snippy" went out
West to a newly opened steel mill,
and we heard nothing of him for several years: "Then rumor came to
town that he had been seen wearing
a striped suit ln a western prison.
Rumors were followed by facts.
"Snlppy"-'waa'convlct. Many wise
heads wagged, and" the wiseacres recalled that they had foretold the end
of the bad boy long, ago.
Unexpectedly, one, day "Snippy" reappeared among Ua. He had never
been handsome, cC' even passable in
appearance, and age had not Improvad
him. He was still undersized, except
as to his arms, which were much too
half-grow- n

east-boun- d
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east-boun- d

half-molte-

INK DONKEY SOB

4

INDIAN ENDS LIH
STERLING

mm,

Gloomy Animal's Ways and How
He Is Recognized as a Sot
of Banshee.

One of tho

fNew York. If you should ever hap
.
pen to be wandering about the Chui-section of Colombia It would be well
to have an eye out for the sobbing
monkey. If this animal gets on yom
trail you might as well ring down the
curtain and put a period after youi
self.
When he gets after the Colombian
.
s
Indians, according to H. 6'. Spuri-ellLondon
naturalist and member of, the.
School of Tropical Medicine, the In
dlan listens to the beast's

popular patterns in Gorhani

table silver-

ware stands with

thebeatproducts
of the Middle
Georgian Period.
The designers of
that time were
strongly impressed with puxe
Greek and Roman
forms, invariably
Bvoiding the ro-

eoul-witlie-

pattern, modeled

7

Washington,

its

long-handle-

s

things

engine without stopping to Investigate.
Babcock and his fireman were helpless on the floor Injured, but not
fatally.
The cab was full of live steam es-

a

not

broken injector,
caping from
long.
Hia chest and shoulders were pro- merely vapor such as comes from the
a
but superportionate to his arms, and much too spout of boiling teakettle,
steam from a boiler under
large for his head, jrlls hair was brick-re- heated
and his freckles overlapped each pressure of 160 pounds to the square
other. Both toes turned ln and one inch.
'
The higher the pressure the greater
eye turned out.
They were the same peculiarities we the heat, and this was steam that
had known ln boyhood, all accentuated would sear the flesh like molten lead,
by age. He had, In addition, a large more fatal to breathe than direct
scar extending from the right ear un- flame.
"Snippy" may not have known the
der the chin to the middle of the left
cheek.
theory of superheated steam or water
Some
but badly In- boiling under pressure, but he did
formed, person had thought to Im- know the facts and did not hesitate.
prove the world by putting "Snippy" He had already calculated the chances
out of It, and had left the job un- during the two seconds that he
finished. He was a bad man to look stopped to think. He climbed to the
cab, dived Into the hissing cloud, and
at and worse to handle.
"Snippy" was reticent. He gave no shoved In the throttle as he sprang.
account of himself or of what he had The engine stopped two car lengths
been doing during his years of ab- from the bridge.
A score of seconds later the
sence, and his reticence was catching.
No one asked him. It was natural to
express with hundreds of pasassociate the scar with the prison uni- sengers passed safely. When the rest
form. Somehow, we felt that the other of the crew came up from behind and
fallow had more need of sympathy dragged "Snippy" out of the cab he
was dead.
than "Snippy" had.
The next day, ln the city, these
He wanted a job.
had
changed while he wore the striped same passengers may have seen
dissuit; new tools and new methods had "Snippy's" obituary a four-lincome into 'use.' "Snippy" did not want patch from an unknown telegraph
to learn his trade over again, so he office stating that there had been a
went to railroading.
freight wreck, caused by loose stones
There was activity, danger, and falling on the track, ln which a brake-ma- n
had been killed; the fireman sehardship enough ln a brakeman'a life
to tempt him. Then the mutual; de- riously, and the engineer slightly inpendence and reliance of trainmen on jured. They may have seen the diseach other appealed to him. His rug- patch, but they certainly did not know
and lead- that the brakeman had coolly, delibged qualities of
ership demanded action and expres- erately, and knowingly sacrificed his
sion, and found both ln the strenuous life to save theirs.
'
life of the freight brakeman.
'
;
fellowThe mysterious feeling' of
; ,, Nature's Wisdom.
r
all men en:,W,ben the world was young Its In
ship that binds
habitants took the halve view that It
gaged In a 'dangerous:-- occupation
when the Care or neglect of one may. was adorned to minister to their pleassave ocllos)9ntha1 lives of many in- ure. This view, alas, has had to give
stantly recognized that "Snippy" way under the attacks of the modern
could be depended upon. One knew Scientist." We now know, thanks to
Instinctively that he would never be these men, that the refreshing green
found wanting when the test came.
of the wood and meadows Is not proHe was employed on one. of the vided for our enjoyment, but for tho
trunk lines, running east and west on serious and practical purpose of plant
a division of 140 miles of double track, nutrition; the flowers display their
with light grades and easy curves. bright colors to attract the Insect that
Trains of 45 or 60 freight cars were conveys the pollen from stamen to
not uncommon, even in his time.
sigma.
The train was handled by a crew
By the same token, it appears, the
of six men the engineer and fireman alpine hare is snow colored so as to
on the engine, conductor, flagman, and be hidden from the sight of its enemy;
two brakemen, one of whom should while the Hon Is tawny and the tiger
always be on or near the engine, and is striped, in order that they may be
6na near the caboose, ln which the undlstinguishable from the natural
others might ride. "Snlppy's" usual background as they lie ln wait for
post was in front.
their prey.
One rainy night, in early spring
All these facts are plain enough and
"Snippy's" crew was ordered out for we admire the perfection of these
run westward. He had adaptations. Indeed, it may be said
the
no faith In omens or premonitions, so that we now entertain a
feeling of in
when he noticed that it was March 13, telligent appreciation of their
grpatei
and that thefp were thirteen names worth than tne
ignorant worsnip o.
on the "boar, be orAi thought that old.
d
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thref
lng sobs for three days and;
'
nights and tlftn commits suicide--usuall- y
by drawing a very sharp knife
". .
across his throat.
Mr. Spurrell, wbo arrived ln New
Jork on the United Fruit company's
steamer Pastoree, says that the sob
bing monkey is pink, and Is one of the
most Tare animals in South America.
For reasons that have never been
made clear, the sobbing monkey will,
at certain times In the year, leave bis
home in the most Impenetrable wilderness and hie himself to the nearest Indian encampment, where he will select
his victim and follow him day and
night, keeping up a continual weeping
and wailing.
According to tribal traditions, thl?
Is a sure sign that the victim will
shortly be taken with the sleeping
Bickness or some other fatal disease.
It has been customary for them to
listen to the monkey's sobbing, for
three days and three nights and then
commit suicide, thus avoiding death
by the dreaded sickness.
WOTHERSPOON

VVIJ

uscan

-

JEWELER
Las Vej(as
;

m
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IF

Brigadier

General Hugh L. Scott became chief of
staff of the United States army today, succeeding Major General William W. Wotherspoon, who was retired on account of age. General
service as chief of stafi and
as assistant chief was marked by an
effort to develop the army along modstopped.
ern lines. He brought to the position
"Snippy" paused to consider and a wealth of experience gained In both
weigh these things a long time- under
.
and navy.
the circumstances, possibly a fraction army
over two seconds long enough for the
express to travel 200 feet nearer, to
Rub a sore throat with BALLARD'S
the bridge.
SNOW LfNIMENT.
One or two apIt may have taken "Snippy" half a
will cure it completely.
plications
minute to reach the engine, while the
25c, 50c and $1 per "bottle' Sold
express covered half a mile. He knew Pr;ce
in the cab of the b- - Central Drug Co. Ad v;" 7' .',
the state of

.
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-
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Sheep, receipts 9,000. Market steaLambs $S.259.25;
yearlings
G.5057.50

dy.

Woth-erspoon'-

CHICAGO

BOARD OF TRADE

Chicago, Nov. 16. Reports that European bids were the highest in more
than a fortnight tended to put strength
into wheat. After opening VaY off
to
cent up, prices made a
slight general gain, and then steadied
at a little above Saturday night's levto
el. The close was steady
cent net lower.
a bearish effect
Cold weather-ihaThe opening,
In the corn market.
to
cent lowwhich varied from
er, was followed by an addition moderate decline. The close was steady
at
to 1 cent net decline.
Oats showed sympathy with the
weakness of corn.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Packers buying rallied provisions.
Kansas City, November 16: Hogs, The closing quotations were:
receipts 17,000. Market steady"."; Bulk
Wheat, Nov. 1.14; May 1.20.
'
$7.70S; heavy $7.808; pigs $6.30 Corn, Dec. 674; May 71.
7.25
,
Oats, Dec. 49; May 53y8.
'
Cattle, receipts 15,000. Market highPork, Jan. $19.12; May $19.55.
er. Prime fed steers $11011; westi
Lard, Jan. $10.42; May $10.55.
ern steers $79.75; calves $610.
Ribs, Jan. $10.25; May $10.52.
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.Specially Priced

$23.50 wp to
$25.00 are selling for only;
Suits
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Suits Worth $25 and $27.50

are selling lor only

0

m0

See Those Tlaish" Comforts
Worth $4.oo
are specializing at
we
That

S3.19
Did you profit by Bacharach's

Challenge Sale
Prices Saturday and Monday? If not you
missed some real savings. Better Come in
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moving picture but a gripping playlet played by a company of actors and actresses cf
geles. Phoenix, El Paso and Albuquerque.
;

-

Harry Siebert Smith Co, presents Walter Montagues
famous playlet
,
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THE FINEST'
IS

WASH

DAY A BURDEN

READY-TO-WEA-

a worry

on your mind? Do you wonder from weak to week how you will get the TASK performed
l!o
you start things steaming early and then find you have no one to
help you do your washing?

Phone Main 267

1201

ing obtainable.

National Ave

Mr. and Mi. PSf? Shaver arrived
today from Seattle, Wash.
Enrique Sosa, editor of El Eco del
Norte, a newspaper published in Mora,
was visiting here today.
S. M. McNamara, general wescern
The Rev,. Father Thomus M. con-dowill leave tonight for Chicago. He
agent for Carson, Pirie, Scott & Com
pany of Chicago, is in town on busi- has been visiting his relatives, the
Rociada Condons.
ness.
R U. Woodcock ana his wife will
L. Hill of Watrous was In town y
on a business visit.
leave tonight for Albia, owa. They
Albert Denton of Rociada was visit-"-! will spend 'their vacation in that
place, which is Mr. Woodcock's old
ii:g here over the wee-euLouis Branch and his daughter came heme, returning here in a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Stearns are
.in from Mora yesterday. They will
a trip to Kansas City on
make a short stay here.
"
William T. Fields, a resident of this Thufaay.,
city, left today for,.Amarillo, Texas.' F. L,, Myers, superintendent of the
Fields will reside in Texas perma- New Mexico division of the Santa Fe
.
railroad, went west in his private car
nently.
Pablo A. Sena, a merchant of Rowe, today. was here on business over the week-end- . I F. Mjj 0'irian, chairman of the, general protective board of the 'coast
M. W. Bing, "who nas been visiting lines, passed through here today. He
here for the past few days, left this is ou.Jila.way to Cnicago.
. C.?;Afl
Bristol, general superintend.morning for El Pasft'.
ent of. the western grand division of
the
Frank Holmes,, representing
the. Santa Fe railroad, passed through
Boss Patent Flour company, was here Las
Vegas yesterday. He was accomtoday, calling on the trade.
panied by Mrs. Bristol. Mr. Bristol
wife
Trinidad
of
and
W.
C
Leigh
and his wife have been on a tour
came in this morning.
through Mexico. Mr. Bristol practic
L. B. Ribera and Meliton
Torres, ally
began his railroad career here.
business men from Socorro, were vis- He was a
dispatcher before he became
iting here over Sunday.
superintendent. After leav'ng here,
M. I Cooley has returned from El Mr. Bristol was
superintendent of the
Taso, where he has been visiting his Colorado division, with headquarters
son. Mr. Cooley formerly was in the in Pueblo.. Upon the resignation of
,T.
,
M. Kurn he was promoted to the
livery business here.
Mrs. C. B. Barnes a'nd Mrs. B. Has- position he now holds, with headquartkell came into town today for a shop- ers in La Junta.
ping visit. Mrs. Barnes is the station
agent at Ribera ana Mrs. Haskell is
the telegrapher at the same place.
E.,,J. Herney of Denver was here
today on a business visit.
A party consisting of W. I. Humphries, M. R. Gonzales, Harry Cutler and
Richard Dunne took a trip to $apello
.V
yesreruay.
(Continued From Page One.)
Frank Cutler, the insurance man,
flwent on a hunting trip yesterday to murle to a point five kilometers (three
the hills above Rociada. He will be miles) north of Bixscnoote.
"The forces of the enemy which
gone about five days.
W. C- - Keim, general agent for the endeavored to cross the canal between
Occidental' Life Insurance company, the region of Dixmude and Bixschoote
came in this morning from his home all were driven back beyond the
in Albuquerque.
bridges. A German Tegiment was
..
H. Alex Hubbard of Denver is visit- completely destroyed at a point to the
south of Bixschoote.
ing here today.
Clarence Iden of Gross, Kelly &
"To the southeast of Ypres two
-- Companyj-eturned
last night from other German attacks were repulsed,
fhta trip tcrChicago. Harry W. Kelly on our', part ie ,1)ve taken tse offou-siy- e
fcame in oiTthe same train from CoWr-ladand reconquered certain points
i
i
Springs,
which the enemy some
5
qeorge, A. Fleming, tne local ral days ago succeeded in capturing.
; estate
and insurance man, has taken
Oise
'"Between the Lys and-th- e
a business trip to Denver for a few there 'have been only operations of
minor importance and partial progress
days.
"
A. F. Morrisselte and his family made by-- our advanced positions.
have taken the house at 722 Fifth
"In the region of the Aisue and In
street. The residence formerly was the Champagne country there have
occupied by Mrs. T. C. Evans.
been artillery exchanges without re'
"
Mrs. Simon Bacharach returned sult
yesterday from Denver, where she ; '"In the Argonne the town or St
has been visiting friends.
Hubert has again oeen attacked by
e
Max Nordhaus came in from
the Germans, but without success.
today to welcome Mr. and
"In the region of St Mimlel a surMrs. Charles Ilfeld. Mr. Nordhaus is prise attack undertaken by the enemy
connected, with the Albuquerque against Apremont resulted in failure.
branch of the Charles Bfeld company.
"There has been little activity jfn
Lloyd King, general organizer of the Vosges."
.the Knights of Pythias lodges in New
'
Mexico, left today for El Paso. Mr.
Fighting at Przemysl
few
a
days
Berlin, Nov. 16 (By wireless) AusKing has been here for
reorganizing the local lodge of the trian official bulletins given out In
order, Eldorado lodge No. 1. He will Berlin today Bay that the Austrian
bo back In a few weeks to conclude garrison at Przemysl is showing great
his work here.
e'rie?y."' Tift' Austrians, It is asserted,
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Turks Defeat Russians
Berlin. Nov.

16

(Via

Witless)--yrcordin-

,i

to reports rfea'i'iar here
twin Constr.ntinople the khedive of
Esr'vnt will leave the Turkish capital
shortly to assume command of the
Turkish operations, against Egypt He
will be accompanied by a suite or
50 persons.
An official Turkish bulletin made
public in Berlin today claims further
successful Ottoman operations against
the Russians, who, it is asserted, suf
fered severe losses in men, ammunition and provisions.

English Lose Three Ships
Berlin, Nov. 16 (By wireless)
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today In the cases of Mr. and Mrs. was announced In the Greclii haia
Victor Innis, charged with murd-.in ber of deputies today that Great Ciit-ai- u
connection with the di3appearan.ee cf
had advanced the Greek governMrs, Eloise Nelms-Denni- s
and her sta- ment 40,000,000 drachmas
(5,00j),000)
ter, Miss Beatrice Nelms, of Atlanta. to pay for warships for Greece fo
be
Mr. and Mrs. Innis were set free.
constructed in English shipyards
The verdicts mere returned today
when the etate refused w Introduce
ENDURANCE RACE
New York, Nov. 6 Seventeen feama
evidence, stating that it had been unable to establish proof of death.
of the world's fastest cyclists whirled
Innis and his wife are. under indict over the ten-lacourse at .Madison
ment in Atlanta on a charge of lar Square Garden today in the swiftest
ceny after trust, and extradition pa
bicycle race ever staged here.
pers have been Issued for them. An
BOOST RELIGIOUS
injunction was issued, however, by a
SCHOOLS
local court, preventing their( surrender
N.
16. Several
Nov.
Newark,
J.,
to the Georgia officers and, by agreethousand
school
Sunday
superintendforce until
ment, this is to remain
ents are gathering heer for the an4 o'clock this afternoon.
Innis and
his wife formerly resided at Eugene, nual meeting of the State Sunday
School association, which meet3 in the
,
Oregon.
5
First Presbyterian church tomorrow.
The meeting will consider the future
BRYAN DIDN'T TELL
of religious schools and perfect plana
Washington NoViuH. Tha United to make 1bem more efficient.
States' government has known officially for two (weeks of the destruction of
ENGLAND'S MAIN ENEMIES
the British dreadnaught Audacious off
London, Nov. 16. Speaking in the
the Irish coast but has kept the sehouse thl3 afternoon Home Secretary
cret at the request of the Bvitisu
,w;; McKenna imparted tne reformation
that 14,5(10 alien enemies of Great
Britain were today interned in conBRITISH DROP BOMB
London, Nov. 18. The Central centration camps in the British Isles.
News publishes a dispatch from Am These were in addition to the prisonsterdam saying that a German news- ers taken in action and the men repaper appearing in Brussels declares moved from the merchant ships of
that a. British aviator has dropped a the enemy. Mr. McKenna added that
bomb on the town of Oourtrai in Bel- there were about 29,000 alien enemiw
gium on the River Lys, 26 miles south still at large in England.
west of Ghent The explosion of this
projectile killed 15 of the loc.il peopi
Important
p

NOVEMBER
For Fall and Winter should be

TE1

!

ordered now.
We have a complete line of foreign and domestic suitings, com-

(Continued from Page One)

prising all the latest weaves, and

Romero, Florencio Esquibel, Meliton
A fall of snow
during the last two Gallegos, Pedro Quinitana, Joso P.
suffidays is reported, but not to a
Maes, Jose Ignacio Montoya, Indalecio
attract attention. Here and there on

stuo-bornl-

YOUR

COURT OPENS ITS

Sena, Demetrio Jaure, Pedro Patron,
Pablo Vlgif; Vicente Villanueva, Nar-cis- o
Otero, Alfonso Rael, Secundino
Padilla, Julio Baca.

The ePtit July
The petit jury was empaneled during the morning. The panel la as follows:
Feliciano Quintaha, Juan B. Chaves,
Ro(rue!'l5uTan, Eliseo Qulhtatia, Felipe
Gallegos, Tiburcio UHbarri, A. H. Gerard, Jr., Tiinoteo Romero, William
Harper, Teodoclo Chaves, George C.
de Baca, Juan Blea, Jr., Ismael Tru-jillLeondro Villanueva, Ramon A.
Trujillo, Delfin'o Trujlllo, Basilio Grle-go- ,
Juan Vareia, Reducindo Trujillo,
Trinidad Garcia, Narciso Baros, Calle-tanMartinez, Tiburcio Tenorjo, Juan
'
P. Chavez.
aiohls,
.was
nfimed jinteroreter
Tomas ;Kain
to the grand jury; Sabina,,Gustafapii,
stenographer to the grand Jury; Pedro
Ortiz, bailiff to the grand jury; Enrique Montano, court crter; Pedro Garcia and Francisco Madrid, bailiffs to
r l
t T r, . ta
jtne court, juage imvm j. iouj i
on the bench.
j

i
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KEitY

D. T. HOSKINS

ly.

the street small tables are set up for
the recepit of contributions and the
movement of the troops.
Relief societies in Petrojrad and
other Russian cities are bending every effort to collect woolen garments.
Dummies clothed with the uniforms of
to
(captured Germans are placed about
;
distribution of war literature.
lisnatches to Petrograd papers in
dicate that the Germans are making
slow progress along the line which ex
tends from the River Warthe across
the Vistula to the southern frontier
of East Prussia, 50 miles west of
Thorn. The new front extends over a
cient extent to hinder seriously the
distance of 300 miles from the Warthe
of east Prussia, The German right
its
wing now appears to be feeling
v
way. The center of the line is;
resisting tie' determined ; ad
vance of the Russian Jhe left wing
ia rotected to some extent by the
broken character- of the country and
by complicated artificial fortifications.

BANE;

WM. G. HAYDON
H. W.

cording to information given Officially
to the press today, reports reaching
Berlin from Geneva set forth that the
British torpedo boat destroyer Falcon,
the cruiser Brilliant and the sloop of
war Rinaldo have been disabled by
German guns on the Belgian coast

sia, according to advices received
here from the front, is being assisted
enmaterially by cold weather, which
more
move
rapid
to
ables the troops

Cashier.

$30,000.00

INTEREST PAID

Cold Aids Russians
Petrograd, Nov. 16 (Via London)
The Russian advance into east .Prus-

-

,.

CAPITAL STOGIi

GREENBERGER
have made a successful sortie to the
north of the fortress.
The Austrian army operating in
Servia," says an Austrian official bul
letin eiven to the German' press today,
continues its forward movement.
The retreating Servians rallied in a
strong position to the westward and
to the northward of Valievo, the an
nouncement says, but the Austrians
captured the key to this position af
ter hard fighting. An unotticlal Budapest dispatch reports that the Austrians took Ohrenovac by storm.

Suyu.,:-

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS

WINTER LINE OF SUITS & OVERCOATS

a.

vMjUKi::$o

tA& VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
r:p;j:

:

Wq iniriioyau to Qnli

to-te-

4,

:

$50,000.00

J. M. Cunningham, President
Frank Springer,

This we have done and the me"
dium through which we have
accomplished this is Hart Schaf"
fner and Marx Clothes.

n

Albu-buerqu-

ty

store
known as the place

In order to have it known as that
krnd of a store we must first
MAKE IT that kind of a store.

V.

o

fJAOE,

&

SURPLUS

Vt&xz&au

that sells the Finest, Highest Grade Cloth-

Puritan Sanitary Laundry
U

CAPITAL PAID IN
(100,000.00

CL

R

Our Greatest Ambition

Get our prices on "wet washing" and "rough dry." Let us worry.

R

at right prices.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

.

o

US,

LEWIS

TAILOR

TWENTY-SI-

X

TRIED

ON MURDER CHARGE

six-da- y

,

,

--

.

1

1

MAY

EXPORT WOOL

CANON CITY SEES ARRAIGNMENT
OF,MEN WHO ARE SAID TO
'HAVE KILLED GUARD
Oaii6n 'C)ity,! Colo.; Nov. 16 Twenty-si- x
men were placed on trial in the

district coutt here today, charged
with the murder of WTilliam King, a
miner, who wag killed in
n
the attack of strikers upon the
Fuel company's mine at
Chandler on April 24. Among the
defendants are Frank C Hedges, edi
tor of the Fremont county Democrat;
David Robb, district organizer of the
United Mine Workers of America,
and Dr. Frank Shutorious of Florence.
Nearly 100 witnesses have been summoned.
Assistant Attorney Gener.il
Norton Montgomery is aiding in the
prosecution.

Bear In mind that Chamber'nrs
Tablets not only more th bowel but
Nov.
London,
J6, Telegraphing improve the appetit and strengthen
from Athens; the eoirespondouc of the the digestion. For sale by ail dealers,
r
Exchange Telegraph company says it
Adv. - -

non-unio- n

Victor-America-

Washington, Nov. 1C Charles Barclay of the British embassy, and Coun
I
sellor Lansing of the state department conferred today on the British
11
embargo on expdrtation of wool from
an
are
that
Indications
Australia,
arrangement may be made (whereby
Australian wools In excess of the
British home requirement will be al- lowed to be exported to the United
States for the manufacture under a
INNISES NOT GUILTY
pledge that the wool will not be reSan Antonio, Tex., Nov. 16 Upon
exported to Germany or Austria, The
arrangement, however, has not been instruction of the court verdicts of not
" ''
'
j
perfected.
guilty were returned by a jury here'
.

MONEY FOR GREECE

OFnCHJW AND DiniCCTOrtS
H, W. Kelly. President
t.
Jacob Gross,

East La- - YYu'as V, M.
Albuquerque, N. M,
Pecos, N. M.
Trinidad. Colo.
Rowe, N. M.
Sanla I'e, N, M.

Vice-Pres-

Clarence Iden, Seoy. & Treus.
Donald Steward,
C. C. Robbins.

GROSS KELLY & CO,
Vholssa.1'3 Grocers

WOOL. HIDES
BAIN WAGONS
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TABLETS

There are. many times when one
man questions another's actions and
motives. Men act differently under
different circumstances.
The question is, what would you do right now
if you had a severe cold? Could you
do better than to take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy? It Is highly recommended by people who have used it
for years and know its value. Mrs
O. E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Is worth its
weight in gold and I take pleasure in j
recommending it." For sale by all
dealers. Adv
HARD TO LOSE THIS JOB
Philadelphia, Nov. I6 In the town
of Glenolden, Delaware county, there
Is a postmaster who doesn't want hisl
JOO anu wno will prouauiy give pari
of his salary to any one who nill take
It off his hands. He is Joseph H.
Fairlamb and. he has cared for Uncle

Sam's mails ever since 1877. 'Oh,
pshaw," exclaimed Mr. Falrlamb disgustedly, yesterday afternoon, as he
wearily resumed his seat after having
passed a letter through the window,
"I wish I could get rid Of this blamed
job. I've been trying to resign for
more than a year. The government
won't accept my resignation and the
law forbids me to leave my post with
out its consent If wanted to keep
the job every one in thia town would
try to take It from me; hut since
don't, I can't get out I sent in my
resignation a! year ago last August
They held a civil service examination
but that's all that has happened. I
am going to keep on writing to Wash
ington until I am relieved. I don't
want it and I won't keep it."
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Regular

LODGE NO.

A.

COLUM
vited. Gay

com

M. Cary, W. M

H. 8. V

Pettea. Secretary,

ft

j(
.

g

Li

jai

FOR

kitiwul dtia!

CLASIFTED

fourth

Meets sectnd and

Thursday

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN-CINO. 804 Meets second and
fourth Thursday in O. R C. hall

L

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Pioneer bunlding. Vlsitinp members
Refl- are
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
cordially invited. Colbert 0.
conclave second Tues- - Root, G. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.

jklar In

e&cn
month at Madey
sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
Smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.

OPTIC'S NUMBKU, MAIN
RATES

L., 0, O. MOOSE

each
evening
municatlon first amd month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
In brothers cordially invited Howard T.
third Thursday
cb month. Ylaltln" Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
bothers cordially In
M.

A,

'i
LA 8 VEGAS CHAPTER
ADVER- -

GEO. H. HUNKER
Attorney-at-La-

East Las

Vegas, New Mexico.

NO. 8, ROY

OR. F. . HUXMANN
Regular convo
Dentist
cation first Monday In each
Dental work of any description at
month at Masonic Temple
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brinegar,
moderate prices
H. P.: F. O. Blood. Secre Room 1. Center Block. OfBee Phoas
Main 881. Residence Phone Main 41.
tary.

AL ARCH MASONS

TISEMENTS

Five cents, per line each
insertion.
Estimate six ordinary word.s to a line,
No ad to occupy less Bpaee than two
All advertisements
lines.
charged
will be booked at space actually set
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
without regard to number of words,
4, Meets every Monday evening at
Caah in advance preferred.
their hall on Sixth street. AH visiteng

LOCAL TIME CARD

East Bound
Arrive
Frledenstine, N. G.; A. T. Rogers,
7:41 . fe
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary: Karl No. I.... 7:20 p. m...
No. 4. ...11:64 p. m.... 11:11
,
C.
V. Hedgcock.
Wertz, Treasurer:
WANTED Girl for general houseNo, I.... 1:26 a. m.... !:St e,
Cemetery Trustee.
work. Apply 35 Fourth street
No.
1:16 p. m.... l:H . a
West Sound
a. P,
ELKS Meets second and
WANTED To buy three head of good
Arrive
Depart
fourth Tuesday evening of each
milch cows. Adress B., Optic.
No.
1:10
1..
1:IE f. a
p. m....
month Elks' home on Ninth street
1:85 a. m...., :4 S.
When your rood does not digest
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers No. I..
No.
The are
4:20
framed;
well and yon feel "blue," tired and WANTED Pictures
p. m,..., 4:
&
cordially invited. Wm. H. Spring
7:M .
discouraged, you should use a little Peoples Store, next Tooker's studio. er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se No. I.. l:St p. m
HERBINE at bedtime. It orens the
cretary.
bowels, purifies the system and re YOUNG American woman wants work
Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
by the day. Call at El Dorado hotel KNIGHTS
stores a fine feeling of health and enAND LADIES OF SECUR
They hang on all winter if not
or
423.
phone Main
ergy. Price 50c. Sold by Central
ITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets In checked, and pave the way for serious
Drug Co. Adv.
W. O. W hall, Sixth street, on the throat and lung diseases. Get a botWANTED A good reliable girl for
first and third Mondays of each tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Comgeneral housekeeping. Apply 1016 month
ELK ARE COMING
at 8 p. m. Visiting brothers pound, and take it freely. Stops
Fifth street.
16.
Santa Fe, Nov.
Game Wa'd;n
and Ladies always welcome.
O. I coughs and colds, heals raw inflamed
T.rinidad C. de Eaca is confidient that
Mont throat, loosens the phlegm and la
Miss
Cora
Freeman,
President;
the 50 elk from the Yellowstone park WANTED Reliable woman for cook ague. Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow, mildly laxative. Best for children
ing and general housework. Apply Local
promised to the state rf New Mexico
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
Mrs. j. S. Clark, 1117 Eighth street
by the federal
government will be
W. Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011 Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
taken and shipped this winter, and as
Adv.
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. Ml
a result he nvill renew his efforts to vvAiviniu a salesman to handle our
line in Las Vegas and vicin:t.y;
secure funds for an enclosure for sev
Best Cocgh Medicine for Children
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD NO
bond required;
good proposition.
in
the
eral of
the Santa Fe can
elk
102 Meets every Monday night li
"Three years ago when I was living
Write Grand Union Tea Co,, Color
yon on the scenic highway, about tour
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue k in
ado
Pittsburgh one of my children had
for
Colo.,
Springs,
particulars.
miles from this city. The game war
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are cor a hard cold and coughed dreadfully.
den estimates the enclosure will cost
J. T. Buhler, Presl Upon the advice of a druggist I pur
WANTED To buy, sell and repair all dially welcome.
fCOO and the state will advance half
Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary; chased a
bottle of Chamberlain's
kinds
of new and second hand goods. dent;
of the amount.
The . Chamber
C. IT, Baily, Treasurer.
and it benefited him
The
Cough
forRemedy
the
Peoples
Store,
opposite
Commerce will be asked to raise the
at once. I find it the best cough, medmer Cooley's barn. 710 Do'uglas
'
remaining $300.. The state expected
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA icine for children because
avenue.
it is pleas
to receive the elk last 'winter, but the
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly ant to take.
not object to
do
They
snowfall In the park was not suffic
Lcve at O. R. C. hall, on the second
writes Mrs. Lafayette Tuck,
taking
fissnt
ient to drive them from the moun
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at Homer
Pa. This remedy conCity,
tains to the feeding lots and conse
p. m. J. S. Nelson, Consul; G. tains no opium or other narcotic, and
FOR RENT Three room house fur
quently they could not be captured
nished, light and water in house. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo may be given to a child as confidently
If arrangements are made to build
cal Deputy. Visiting members are es- as to an adult. Sold
Apply Clement Curio Store.
by all dealers.
the enslosure in the anta Fe canyon,
pecially welcome and cordially Invited.
Adv.
from Bix to twelve of the elk will be
Szsla
placed there. The remainider will be
sent to the Johnson mesa in the Pe
cos forest reserve, along the bound FOR SALE My residence at C20 Co
lumbia avenue, very cheap; it will
aries of the counties of Santa Fe, San
pay you to investigate. E. S. Lewis.
Miguel and Mora.
MOST
YOUR

brethem cordially invited to attend.

Ji.

t
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For
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HEAT FOR

PUBLIC SALE Milch cows at Panon
in damp, chilly weather ihere is
ranch one mile south of town, Fri- ays a large demand for BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT because many
aay, Movember 20. Anthon Suhr.
people who know by experience its
.reat relieving power in rheumatic FOR SALE Buick 25, model 1915, run
less than 500 miles. 429 Grand Ave
aches and pains, prepare to apply It
It at the first twinge. Price 255c, B0
acd tl.00 per bottle. Sold by Cenal Drug Co. Adv. ,
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MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

or Ctoon

STRAYED or stolen from 1009 Main
'OPERA SEASON OPENS
street, brown scotch collie. Reward
New York, Nov. 16. The season of
for his return.
at
the Metropolitan Opera house
opera
opens tonight and will continue for
23 weeks, until AdHI 25. Amonz the
new operas to he produced are "Mad
ame Sans Gene" and "Prince Igor."
homesteads; advance infor
mation; counties Sa-- Miguel, GuadAmong the new singers are Mabel Garalupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
rison, Melanie Kurt and Elizabeth
state township desired; will give
DeSchumann, sopranos; Raymonde
sections subject to entry; retainer
launnois, contratol; Max Bloch, Lucca
fee SI; pay typewriting. Ira M.
Botfa, and Jhaonnes Sembach, tenors;
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E., Washington,
Silvio Burkenroad and Riocardo Tega- d.
baritones and Albert Pellaton and
Arthur Middleton, bassos.
Verdi's
"Ma&ked Ball" Is the opera for the SPANISH typewriting and shorthand
lessons by an easy and practical
opening night.
method. D. Trambley, 1119 Eleventh
street.
Important

f1 Isccllancoua

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 pounds or More, each dHvery...........
20o per 100 lbs.
1,000 pounds to 2,000 pounds, each
delivery......... 25C per 100 lbs.
200 pounds to 1,090 pounds, each delivery...
30o per 100 lbs.
50 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs.

f
)

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Whiob. Have Made. Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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FISf& WHAT YOU 'WAST.
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SELL WHAT

YiU
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WANT
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THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH
MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear
of your
property unless it were advertised here.
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the
people to whom-a- mon
- MIGHT BUY the
particular thing la worth most

C)

'"

AND CAFE

IH SEST

CHAPMAN

Bear In mind that Chamberlain
AILROAD COMMISSIONERS MEET
Tablets not only move the bowels but
Washington, Nov. 16. The National
Improve the appetite and strengthen Association of Railroad commission
the digestion. For sale by all dealers. ers, which includes all the state rail'
Adv.
naa commissioners, members of the
interstate commission and Iho Cana
dian commission, will open its annual
WANTED
Clean cotton rags at
meeting here tomorrow morning. The
this office.
hearing room of the interstate com
merce commission will be used by t!ie
Remarkable Cure of Croup
railroad men, and Chairman Laurence
B. Finn will make
the annual ad
"Last winter when my little'boy had
dress. Commissioner John R. HollfiA
I
croup
got him a bottle of Chamber- - of the 1. C. C. will
welcome the visIain's Cough Remedy.
I honestly be it! re.
and Commissioner Clements who
eve it saved his life." writes nr
has tl.arge of the work of valuing rhe
B. Cook, Indiana, Pa.
"It cut the rliyrical property of railroad
Pries,
hlegm and relieved his couirhtii'
win report cn the progress of t'lia
ells. I am most gra!tfui for what
work.
this
I ale remedy has done for Mm." vnr i
by all dealer?. Adv
Read The Optic Want Ads.

o

BESTAUCANT

LOBBY

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

ifrayed

o
o
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o
o
o

OPTIC

15he

ote

those who

OTHERS who read and answer the ads In
this newsnaner want

are anxious to pay for) books,
automobiles, used machinery and
furniture. articles of usefulness of any
sort, musical instru- ments.

WANT ADS are Inexpensive,
FIED, Try tiem.

et results and EVERYBODY'S SATIS-
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WOO WOULD NOT BE PLEASED
WITH A BOX OF

plete line of samples,
any one of which would
delight the most fastidious

tastes. They come in
styles to be engraved with
your name as well as those
suitable for sending without the name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this
' 1

I!

EMBOSSED STATIBIJEBV

furnish it in white
7'oorcancolors
embossed to

your order in script, wreath
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms, without
cost for use"bf the dies.
All three-lette- r
monograms
are engraved to order and
the die is delivered to you
with the stationery. There
is a large variety of designs
and the cost of enrfravinri the
die depends uponlthe style.

year.
The engravers will be
busy filling orders. Therefore to avoid any possible
delay in getting your cards
nun
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t. of here.
They overpowered
Kreda
Mrs.
Frank Appel has donat-- d
seals oi truism
broke
crew,
train
two works on the present war to the
the engineer w
ordered
comfortable,
Normal
Mexico
New
the
of
the librray
MlMPiMMMIIPHminia"Bi
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MONDAY,

NOVEMBER
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MUTUAL THEATER

'

Y.M.C.A.V1NS BY

Bridge St :

themselves
University. The books are "The War cars and after making
Angeles,
iney fittLob
for
out
and America," by Hugo Munsterberg, pull
way. When
and "Germany and the Next War," by ed up more tramps on the
First Show Starts at 7.15
a
von Bernhardt.
the train reached San Bernardino
but
all
and
It
MONDAY
posse was waiting for
DR. SHAW
ten of the tramps were captured.
"A Mother's Iafluence".MaJestio
Tashville, Tenn., Nov. 16. The enPrincess
"The Deadline"
AID FOR PRIESTS
tire administration ticket of the Na-- Royal
"A Fortune in Panto"
Catho
tional American Woman Suffrage asWashington. Nov.
sociation, headed by Dr. Anna How- lic Church Extension society of
ard Shaw of New York for president,
has assumed the task of bruiswas elected at the annual convention ing Mexican priests and nuns from
on
of the association here today.
Vera Cruz to the United States
Genera'
LOCAL
commercial liners. Brigadier
rethose
TRAMPS STEAL TRAIN
that
Funston reported today
about 100.
ligious refugees numbered
RBrnftnlino. Cal., Nov. 16.
Ron
Reduce your grocery bill, See page
commanding
General Bliss,
Ninety-thretramps, on their annual Brigadier
Adv.
Sala-lar- , three.
border forces, reported tturt
winter tour westward, are In jail here the
held
the Mexican chieftain, long
and
today charged with having stolen
Coming Friday, The Trey O' Hearts
on the border, had, at the
San
a
own
prisoner
benefit
their
theater. Adv.
operated for
Browne
of the United States attorney,
Tedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake request
on
N.
M.,
train on the Moiave desert. been' sent to Albuquerque,
trcip-lFrenchy's Transfer, Office 523 Sixth
General Bliss
.
.. .. nTn,
s
oharze of Derjury.
across the
street. Phone Main 35. Adv.
the desultory firing around
desert bound for Los Angeles when added that
continued day and night.
Good groceries. Low prices all next
the freight train entered Otis, a
week. See page three. Paper's Adv.

TONIGHT

Mil

16.--T- he

cni-cag- o

e

i

sta-Nac- o

A

Old Taylor vThlskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

IN REGARD TO PRICES

TOD

instances
We guarantee to meet all legitimate prices, and in many
better
our prices are lower, and the quality of merchandise much
than found elsewhere.
in price perhaps than
Sugar and potatoes are very reasonable, lower
cash
for
only:
on.
offer
We
ibey will be a little later

Suaar

See Papen's adv on page ihree. Buy
your groceries now. Adv.
Send your work to Frenchy's Transfer, Phone Main 35. Adv.

16 lb 01.00

Cutler Brothers, insurance,
west corner of Plaza. Adv.

Potatoes 100 135
A lot of Oranges while
they last 12
1--

per aoz

2e

Store

STEARNS'

I

3CT

NEW3ndZFAT
if

-

Call central for Frenchy Transfer,
Phone Main 35. Adv.
Mrs. H. T. Davis, dressmaker, re
moved to 407 Washington. Gowns at
popular prices. Adv.

Finch' Golden Wedding Eye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Ait ROW

Willi

com-niitee'-

BY
NORMAL
THE
DEFEATS
SCORE OF 7 TO 0 SATURDAY AFTERNOON

This
receive
the compensation.
amendment was adopted to stop the
alleged practice of employers, who,
discriminate-againswhen engaging
help,
married men.

t

TWO STATES QUARANTINED
Washington, Nov. 16. Connecticut
and Montana today were placed under
federal quarantine
because of outbreaks of the foot and mouth disease.

Reai The Optics Want Ads.

ALL

Service based on (he facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

On Saturday afternoon the heavy
Y. M. O, A. football team lined up
against the Normal boys. In one of the

A

.

most bitterly contested games seen
here for a long time. The Normal
was outweighed both on the line and
in the backfield, but nevertheless it
held the Y. scoreless1 until within four
minutes of time In the last quarter.
The Y. frequently found no difficulty
in getting through its opponents' line
until it got within striking distance
of the goal, but there the Normal held
like a wall
Roberts of the Normal kicked off
Grocer and Baker
in the opening period. The Y. soon
lost the ball. The playing was mostly
in the Y. M. C. A. territory, the quar-te- r
ending with the ball on her
According to the report of Volunteer
line, no score having been made.
Observer Lewis of the New Mexico
from, one end of
Normal university, the lowest point of The teams
In the second
other
the
to
field
the
temperature reached last night was
s boys got
20 degrees.' The highest point was 56 ptriod, but while Dowden
near their opponents' goal line they
degrees.
could not get across. The half ended
with the ball in mldfield.
AUTO STAGE
In the second half White of the Y.
triMora
to
iine
Automobile stage
off to Poulson. During this
kicked
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Satthe association team made
quarter
8
a.
urday, leaving Murphey's corner
several
long gains on end runs, Dow-dem., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave
and Stewart carrying the
White
Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p.
and White, howThe
ball.
Purple
one
m. Fare for round trip, $5;
way,
their
held
safe, the
opponents
ever,
$3.
Round trip tickets good for one
in the
the
ball
with
period
ending
week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
Normal's possession cn the Y. M. C.
line. At the opening of
A.'s
ADVERTISE DLETTER LIST
the last quarter of the game the Y.,
Letters remaining uncalled for, for determined to score on their
the week ending November 14, 1914:
started things with a rush.
Mr. John O. Adams, Mrs. Hattie Endv runs and line plunges followed
Adkinson, Mr. Dewey Bruce, Ernest one another with swiftness, and the
Bogiville, Mr. Oscar ollwey, Miss Peg ball finally, was1 placed on the Nor
gy Kyle, Y. G. B., East Las Vegas, Mr. mal's
line. But from, there the
Jose D. Lopez, S. Maxwell, Mr. Espiri- association could progress no further.
dion Sanchez, Mr. F. F; Salazar.
The team was pushed back to midWhen calling for the above letters field to start its work over ateain. A
please ask for "Advertised Letters."
nd several
run by Dowden
E. V. LONG, Postmaster.
shorter gains took the oval to the
school's
line once more, and
Ltewminutes
with
four
FNDENSTME DIES art went over for totheplay left,
only score of
the game. White kicked goal from
AFTER BRIEF ILLNESS a difficult angle. Score: Y. M. C. A.,

COHIO

J.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

H. YORK

vative Bank.
ESTABLISHED 1876

see-sawe-d

Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank
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Photonlav theater tonight' .The
Private Officer, featuring Francis X.
Bushman. Adapted from the Miinsey

M1L1ER I1EHRIN

OLLAND

Magazine.

(i

A marriage license has been issued
at the court house to Eduardo Baca,
aged 23, and Rayltos Ortiz, aged 19,
both of East Las Vegas.
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SPECIAL SALE

To make room for

the goods

we have

la our store room

we are

go-i-

to offer everything in our store at cost price with the excepa few articles where the manufacturer iseta the price.
article
is of tie very best quality and workmanship not a
Every
what Is new and
but
article
single

tion, of

This Ssvle is for Cash Only.
SALE STARTS NOVEMBER 12th
SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

PAGE FURNITURE & UNDERTAKING CO.
Phone Vegas 114

511 Sixth St.

UNDERTAKERS

UP-TO-DA-

IN NEW MEXICO.- -

FINEST EQUIPMENT

Remodeling Sale
Prices Still
Prevail

f7--Sf

h Jl

'

U

v
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knows there is no economy in
Inferior food materials. In floTS
particularly she knows the best
is the cheapest That Is why so
many up to the times women
A
use our flour exclusively.
in
unmistrial will tell you why
takable terms. Order a sack today.
for

Pure

Quill Flour.

15he

Las Vegas ILolIer Mills

Mie lose

Of

Is Oast

Of Everyling

Eatable

We will meet (he advertised cash

price of any retail grocer
THE GRAAF

I

WAYWARD

CO.

d

J. C . Jolinsen & Son.

J. 0.

J. E. Rosen wald lodge will hold a
7; N. M. N. U 0.
meeting tomorrow evening at 8 o'clock
White kicked off to Meloney, wu- '
Monte-flore- ,
FATAL
PNEUMONIA
TO MAN
at the vestry room of Temple
ran back ten yards, A forward pass,
PROMINENT IN CIRCLES OF
all members are requested to
the only successful one of the game,
FELLOWSHIP
ODD
be present
netted 20 yardsi, when Condon, shift
J. D. Fridenstine, who had been a ing from tackle to end, grabbed tbe
The W. C T. U. will meet tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock alt the home resident of Las Vegas for about 10 ball. Poulson made five yards on an
of Dr. Alice Rice. All members and years, died this morning at the Las end run, and the supporters of the
others interested in the work are In- Vegas hospital, where he had been purple and white began to think that
since late last week, suffering from a they had a chance. The Normal punt
vited to be present.
sudden and severe attack of penumo-nia- . ed on the next play, however, and the
the
In
Mr. Fridenstine only recently had chance was gone. The game ended
The Browne theater tonight,
taken
Pickford
with
charge of a newly established with the score 7 to 0 in fa,vor of the
Mary
Sultan's Garden,
and King Baggot, a Universal Ike, Jr., business on Douglas avenu.j opposite Y. M. C. A. Dowden and White
in his city elopement, and a Rex the Las Vegas Motor company's gar- starred for, the association, while Rob
drama Behind the Veil. Those seeing age, ,the People's Stove companryj.' erts, Moore and Madrid excelled for
this! (program) may remain and see Prior to this venture, he had been in the Bchool.
The preliminary between the Nor
the second episode of Creation Adv. partnership with L. N. McNoace in the
conduction of a novelty store on Sixth mal freshmen and the High school
The beans sent by Gross Kelly and street.
youngsters went to the High school
For several years Mr. Fridenstine by the score of 18 to 0. A fair crowd
Company for the starving people of
,
as is the was proprietor of the Las Vegas Nov- was
Belgium were
present
custom with articles of that nature elty store, located just west of the
was
effort
to be exported!.
Every
Agua Pura company's office. He was
made to guarantee the arrival of the known as an expert furniture packer,
beans safely and in compliance with and people having household goods to THE STATE WILL BE
export regulations and customs.
ship nearly always employed him. Mr.
Fridenstine was' an embalmer by proHEIR
The Chaves county grand jury, in fession, but, aside from assisting in
a report returned to the court last the Lewis establishment seevral years
OF LAweek, found that there is little if any ago, he did not practice his vocation AMERICAN FEDERATION
.
BOR SUGGESTS
RADICAL
(rambling eoing on in Koswell, accord-- here,
Mr Fridenstine was about 48 years
CHANGES IN LAWS
In o to the News of that city. A few
this
the
for
came
to
He
of
dallies
age.
city
Roswell
the
one
of
days ago
Philadelphia, Nov. 16. The
published a story to the effect that benefit of his healih. He was promwas
and
Odd
in
taent
Federation of Labor today
Fellowship,
in
on
the
Is
carried
eambline
openly
noble grand of the local lodge of the
a number of recommendations with
p
vallv metropolis.
order when he died, rending tne re regard to workingmen'a compensation
The Rev, J. B. Beil, general mis- ceipt of Instructions from relatives the laws. The federation went on record
Is being, held by J. C- Johnsen as favoring a minimum of 66
per
sionary for the colored Baptist denom- body
Son. f T!)9 ,Xas Vegaa lodge of cent of wages as the rate to be
and.
paid
ination' In New Mexico, ttidJLt4iaa,
will have to relatives of workmen who have
has been here since Thursday of last Odd Fellows, it'll expected,
of the funeral.
charge
been killed in their employment. It
of
the
week, working In the interest
also declared that compensation should
Shiloh Baptist church. Jrw Bell 'said
be
paid to a widow during her widowTOO LATE. TO CLASSIFY
today that the local colored Baptist
hood and to children until 18 years
condition.
excellent
in
congregation is
of age; that workmen's compensation
Four new members were added to the FOR RENT South suite housekeeplaws should be administered by state
Mr.
Steam
Bell's
hotel.
church a the result of
ing rooms, El Dorado
(Commissioners, and that employers'
electric
heat,
light.
preaching.
liability insurance companies be eliminated, from the scheme of workmen's
compensation.
The federation urged that efforts
be made by its membership to have
state laws so amended that employers
can no longer be
thus dowith
examination
away
ing
physical
the
is
still
about
the
house
Jap a Lack for anywhere or anything
of applicants for work by the various
best varnish made. We have It in all sizes and colors. Prices absokinds of Insurance concerns in which
;
,
lutely the same as In any eastern city.
employers insure.
'
EVERYTHING IN BRUSHES AND HOUSE PAINTS.
The action of the convention with
regard to physical examination was
taken to cover a resolution introduced
by a delegate from Schenectady, N.
379
Phone Main
Y., which stated that employers
in
Everything In Furniture and Hardware.
New York state are tnkins? advantage
of physical examinations of applicants

Complete Home Furnishers

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needNon-Ski- n

ed for the auto.
if If

ST0HE

LUWOEK

CONE

AT QUI SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

WulGWS

.

Ask your grocer

County Clerk Lorenzo De'.gado has
issued a marriage license to Pedro
Baca, aged 21, of Ojo de Alberto, and
Cleotllde Madrid aged 20 of Sheridan.

Beyond the reach
of competition our
stock is a.t your
disposal.

double-sacked-

MODERATE "'PRICES'

Tito rJlodcrn 'Vfoman

Adv.

DAY DOLLARS
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ipersist-entiCnem-

3

I

North-

n

A

for work to discriminate against trade
unionists. The resolution committee
made it plain that Its recommendation
against physical examination in connection with workmen's compensation
did not apply to the usual physical
tests required in hazardous occupations.
s
Giie amendment inserted In the
report by the convention provides that where a workman who is
killed has no wife or other heir the
state shall become his heir, and shall

Y. M. C A., 7; Normal, O.
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